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SUMMARY
Red blood cell is the most dominant cell type of blood and these cells are often the
target of many hematologic diseases such as sickle cell disease, malaria, spherocytosis and
some types of cancers. In addition to affecting biological properties, these diseases also
alter biomechanical properties such as morphology, size and stiffness of red blood cells.
Separating or enriching the cellular components of blood into subpopulations based on
their biomechanical properties and analyzing them have the potential to lead to enhanced
strategies for assessment of disease progression and treatment of these diseases. Current
techniques and equipment for diseased cell sample enrichment are time consuming, ex-
pensive and need well trained professionals to be conducted. Microfluidic platform based
red blood cell enrichment device is one of the most promising technologies that are cur-
rently the subject of considerable interest among researchers because of its low cost, high
throughput, easy operation and the potential to do enrichment within the physiological flow
condition. In this research work, microfluidic devices were designed, fabricated and tested
for enriching red blood cell subpopulations based on their stiffness from a mixture of stiff
and normal red blood cells. In the first portion of the work, lab developed numerical simula-
tion tools were deployed to study stiffness dependent margination pattern of red blood cells
in high aspect ratio straight microchannels with rectangular cross-section. Stiff red blood
cells were observed to marginate near the channel walls whereas normal (and hence more
deformable) red blood cells were observed to marginate to the central core of the channel
regardless whether cell-cell interactions were present or not. Cells of different stiffness
reached to their equilibrium locations faster in channels with smaller cross sections. In-
creasing flow Reynolds number and hence the flow rate resulted in stronger segregation be-
tween normal and stiff red blood cells for the whole range of Reynolds numbers for which
simulations were run. Increasing cell volume fraction in solution also boosted separation
between cells of different stiffness. Based on the findings of the simulations, two types of
xv
cell enrichment devices were designed and fabricated, simple straight channel device and
multistep device. The simple straight channel device was tested for a wide range of flow
Reynolds number and cell volume fractions. Simple straight channels were observed to per-
form better with increasing flow Reynolds number and cell volume fraction up to certain
threshold for each of them, and after that threshold no significant improvement of perfor-
mance was observed. Numerical simulations were conducted with parameters matching
with some of the experiments and the results obtained were remarkably close to those from
the experiments. Statistical analysis on experimental data found the effect of individual
parameters, flow Reynolds number and cell volume fraction, to be significant. It also re-
vealed that there was significant interaction between the factors flow Reynolds number and
volume fraction. This implies that the extent of the effect of one factor (e.g. flow Reynolds
number) changes when the value of the other factor (e.g. volume fraction) varies and for
best performance of the devices the combination of flow Reynolds number and volume
fraction needs to be optimized. The multistep device was also tested for different combi-
nations of flow Reynolds number and cell volume fraction and, was observed to perform
1.6 times to 3.15 times better than single step device in enriching stiff cells from a mixture
of stiff and normally deformable red blood cells. To our knowledge this is the first study
that incorporated such rigorous multiphysics simulations to support experimental study on
stiffness dependent margination of red blood cells in straight micro-channels. This research
work improved the performance and throughput of simple straight channel enrichment de-
vice, revealed previously unreported information about stiffness dependent cell enrichment
with simple straight channel microfluidic device and proposed a new device that performed




Blood, which has its origin at the bone marrow and is spread throughout the whole body,
is arguably the most important biological fluid in human body [1]. Two main constituents
of blood are plasma (approximately 60% volume fraction) and cells (approximately 40%
volume fraction). Out of nearly five billion cells per milliliter of blood, red blood cells
(RBCs) make up more than 99% of all cellular components and the rest are composed of
different types, of which leukocytes/white blood cells (WBCs), platelets and monocytes are
significant. For quite a number of hematologic diseases such as, sickle cell disease (SCD),
malaria, spherocytosis and some types of cancer, RBC is the primarily affected cell type.
In addition to changing biological properties, all of these diseases alter the bio-mechanical
properties e.g. stiffness, morphology and size of RBCs. Separating the cellular components
of blood into subpopulation based on their bio-mechanical properties and analyzing them
are likely to lead to enhanced strategies for assessment of disease progression and treatment
of these diseases. Current technologies for diseased cell sample enrichment include density
gradient/ centrifugation method, flow cytometer, dieelectrophoresis activated cell sorting
(DACS) and acoustic sorting. All of these are time consuming, expensive and need well
trained professionals to be conducted. Also, the most common of the above mentioned
methods, the density gradient method, puts the cells under non-physiological stress. This
causes expression of additional proteins of RBCs, thereby making any further study on
them biased and erroneous [2]. Microfluidic platform based RBC enrichment device is one
of the most promising technologies that are currently the subject of considerable interest
among researchers because of its low cost, high throughput, easy operation and the potential
to do enrichment within the physiological flow condition.
The main motivation for this research work is to enrich SCD affected RBC from patients
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blood sample. SCD is a highly complex and inherited blood disorder affecting people from
African descent, South or Central America, Caribbean Islands, Mediterranean countries
(Turkey, Greece and Italy) and India. According to a 2016 report of Red Cross [3], one in
approximately 1500-2000 newborn in the US is diagnosed with SCD and currently there
are around 100000 SCD patients only in the US. Globally about 400000 new babies are
born with SCD per year [4]. With per person inpatient care cost of about $ 16000 per
year, annual health care cost of SCD only in the US about 1.6 billion. Regular episodes
of intense bone pain is the most common manifestation of SCD. Sickle cell patients very
often are affected by other diseases like bone growth disorder, bone necrosis, heart disease,
stroke, etc. Life expectancies of SCD patients is <50 years in the US [5] with about 11%
suffering clinically apparent stroke before the age of 20 years[6]. In Africa mortality among
SCD affected children (<5 years old) 50% -90% [7].
In the next subsections the genetic basis of SCD and change of RBC stiffness and
morphology in SCD will be discussed.
1.1 Genetic Basis of Sickle Cell Disease
The genetic basis for SCD is a DNA point mutation at the sixth codon of gene (thymine
for adenine, GAG → GTG) [2, 8] responsible for β -hemoglobin (β -Hb) production in
red blood cells (RBC). This mutation causes the substitution of polar hydrophilic glutamic
acid with non-polar hydrophobic valine at the sixth position of each β -globin chain in
hemoglobin, converting β -Hb to β S-Hb or HbS. Under the deoxygenated conditions oc-
curring in microcirculation, HbS molecules polymerize to form rigid fibers distorting the
RBC cytoskeleton. This eventually changes the shape of RBCs from discoid to sickle and
makes the RBCs stiffer. Under oxygenated conditions the fibers melt away and RBCs re-
turn to their normal shape. Figure 1.1 shows the genetic basis of SCD and morphology
change of SCD affected RBC. Details about the genetic basis of SCD and the associated
complications can be found in many literatures [2, 8–12].
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Figure 1.1: Genetic basis of SCD. (a) DNA point mutation at the sixth codon of gene and
HbS polymerization under deoxygenation (figure adapted from [8]). (b) HbS polymeriza-
tion inside RBC and RBC shape distortion (figure adapted from [13]). (c) Conversion of
normal RBC to ISC.
1.2 Red Blood Cell Stiffness Change in Sickle Cell Disease
As RBC is the major cell type in blood, its deformability is the primary determinant of
blood behavior in microcirculation, because RBCs must deform for them to pass through
narrow capillaries that have diameters half the size of their own [10]. Two classes of fac-
tors contribute to deformability of RBCs, intrinsic and extrinsic [2]. The intrinsic factors,
factors inherent to the membrane and internal contents, include elasticity, viscosity and
fragility of membrane, cytoplasmic viscosity, increased permeability to cations, RBC de-
hydration and stiffened cytoskeleton [2, 11, 12, 14]. The extrinsic factors include oxygen
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tension, osmolality, pH, temperature and concentration of plasma protein which are related
to surface area, volume and environment [2].
There are mainly two mechanisms by which SCD affected RBCs become stiffer than
the normal ones. One of them is the HbS polymerization inside RBC. As shown in figure
1.1, under deoxygenated condition the mutated HbSs in RBC start polymerizing. These
single polymer fibers aggregate in groups and push the RBC membrane decreasing its de-
formability.The decrease in deformability occurs even before the morphological sickling
takes place [2]. The second mechanism of RBC deformability reduction is through dehy-
dration from RBC [11, 15–22]. Brugnara et al. [20, 21] and Mohandas et al. [22] shed light
on the intricate relationship between sickling and dehydration by showing that deoxygena-
tion and sickling increases permeability of cell membrane to cations (K+, Na+ and Ca2+)
resulting in water efflux. As RBC dehydrates, the mean cellular hemoglobin concentra-
tion (MCHC) increases, which results in increase of cytosolic viscosity leading to decrease
in RBC deformability. Alternatively, due to higher membrane permeability, sickle RBCs
may sometimes be over hydrated [2]. This will cause RBC volume to increase, resulting
in decrease in surface area to volume ratio and hence its deformability. Nash et al. [23]
and Evans et al. [11] showed, even under normally oxygenated condition, sickle RBCs
demonstrated a higher stiffness compared to the healthy ones.
1.3 Red Blood Cell Shape Change in Sickle Cell Disease
As mentioned in section 1.1, under deoxygenated condition occurring in micro-circulation
of the body, SCD affected RBCs undergo shape change due to polymerization of HbS and
return to their usual discoidal shape under oxygenated condition. However, after repeated
cycles of sickling and unsickling, the RBCs get permanently sickle, and these subpopula-
tions of RBCs are known as Irreversibly Sickle Cells (ISCs) [2, 8, 24]. An overview of the
process can be seen in 1.1.
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1.4 Subpopulation of Red Blood Cells in Sickle Cell Disease
As mentioned in previous sub-sections, in SCD, RBCs lose their deformability and undergo
morphological changes due to repeated HbS polymerization and de-polymerization cycles
under deoxygenated (venous circulation) and reoxygenated (arterial circulation) condition.
So at any particular time, no matter if the condition is oxygenated or deoxygenated, a sickle
patients blood sample contains RBCs of variable morphology and deformability along with
healthy RBCs. Using density gradient method to fractionate and Scanning Electron Mi-
croscopy (SEM) to study the morphology, Kaul et al. [24] identified four different fractions
of RBCs (based on their hemoglobin concentration or deformability and shape) from blood
samples of each patients they studied. These fractions can be listed as:
1. Fraction I: having large percentage of reticulocytes and a small percentage of ISCs,
many of the reticulocytes appear lobulated, while the others appear as flat or ovalo-
cytic under oxygenated condition.
2. Fraction II: having large percentage of cells of discocytes morphology at oxygenated
state or RSCs and small portion of reticulocytes and ISCs.
3. Fraction III: mainly dense discocytes at oxygenated states with some ISCs.
4. Fraction IV: mainly ISCs.
Figure 1.2 shows the SEM images to reveal morphology of the subpopulations both
under oxygenated and deoxygenated conditions. Fraction I, rich in multi-lobulated retic-
ulocytes, assume multi-spiculated form upon deoxygenation. RBCs of fraction II mostly
take the typical sickle shape under deoxygenated condition. Minimal transformation is seen
in fraction III, displaying only tiny spicules projected from a more or less circular morphol-
ogy, while faction IV being rich in ISCs shows no significant morphological change.
It is clear from above discussion that, in case of SCD, RBCs hold important infor-
mation related to disease pathology. However, analysis of disease mechanism has been
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Figure 1.2: Subpopulation of SCD affected RBCs (figure adapted from Kaul et al.[24])
complicated greatly by the heterogeneity of the RBCs themselves, as subpopulations of
different characteristics coexist in sickle blood [24, 25]. To analyze different aspects of
SCD in general and its severity and progression for an individual patient, it is imperative to
be able to isolate different subpopulations of sickle RBCs from patient whole blood sam-
ples in a reasonably short time and at low expense. The main objetive of this research is
to design and fabricate a microfuidic device that will isolate / enrich RBC subpopulations
based on their stiffness, while there is no morphological difference between the subgroups.
This research will eventually lead to the development of a separation device, that will be
able to isolate SCD affected stiff RBCs with similar shape as normal ones from patient’s
blood sample. The objectives and steps followed for this research are summarized in the
following list:
• At first stiffness dependent margination of RBCs in a rectangular cross secion chan-
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nel will be explored by performing direct numerical simulation (DNS) with the
help of a lattice Boltzmann method based simulation tool. In chapter 2 effects of
RBC’s internal viscosity, channel dimension, shear rate and RBC volume fraction on
margination of RBCs in transverse direction to flow had been studied for flow in a
straight channel with rectangular cross section.
• Microfluidic channels with different features will be designed and fabricated based
on the insights obtained from the simulations. Experiments will be conducted to
enrich RBC samples based on their stiffness. Sample enrichment performance of
the devices will be characterized for variation in parameters like flow rate and cell
volume fraction. Experimental results are presented in chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 2
INTERNAL VISCOSITY DEPENDENT LATERAL MARGINATION OF RED
BLOOD CELLS IN STRAIGHT RECTANGULAR CROSS-SECTION
MICRO-FLUIDIC CHANNEL
2.1 Introduction
Lateral margination mechanism of solid particles [26–31], deformable droplets [29, 32–
38], elastic particles [39], capsules [40, 41] and lipid vesicles [42] have been studied ex-
tensively by several authors. In their study on rigid particles and deformable droplets,
Goldsmith et al. [29] found out that, at low channel Reynolds number(Rec) range, when
inertial effect is negligible, only the deformable droplets migrate in cross flow direction
and no such phenomenon was observed for rigid particles. This was later supported by the
study of Asmolov et al. [31] and Schonberg et al. [28]. They derived an expression for net
force that caused the transverse migration and showed that the value of the force is linearly
dependent on particle deformation, thereby explaining why the deformable particles show
lateral migration and the solid ones do not. One of the earliest studies was done during
1960s by Segré & Silberberg [43, 44], who studied lateral migration of rigid particles un-
der flow condition where the effect of inertia is not negligible. They discovered that rigid
particles in inertial tube flow marginate to equilibrium positions at a radial distance of ap-
proximately 0.6 tube radii from the axis and this phenomenon is irrespective of the radial
position at which the particles enter the tube. A particle in a Poiseuille flow, as shown in
figure 2.1(a), experiences two opposing forces. One is FS (figure 2.1(b)), a force acting
away from the centerline and towards the wall, created due to non-linear velocity (hence,
shear gradient) and negative slip velocity (as particle velocity at its centroid always lags
behind the undisturbed flow velocity) [32, 39, 45, 46]. The other force experienced by the
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particle is FW (shown in figure 2.1), which acts in the opposing direction to FS . This is
due to the presence of enclosure or wall, and hence also known as wall force, whose mech-
anism is well described [31–33, 42, 47–50]. This equilibrium lateral position, as observed
by Segré & Silberberg, is a result of the balance between the two opposing forces FS and
FW .
Figure 2.1: Particle migration mechanism in plain Poiseuille flow. (a) A single particle
in Poiseuille flow, (b) Non-linear shear force, (c) Wall force, (d) Migration of deformable
particle.
Non-inertial lateral migration of deformable particles has been studied by numerous
authors in the past couple of years [32, 35–38, 40, 51, 52]. The migration pattern of
deformable particles is similar to as observed for solid particles under the effect of inertia,
they migrate to equilibrium positions located somewhere between the centerline and wall.
Mortazavi et al. [32] conducted numerical simulations with single droplet in a channel and
found that in the range of small to moderate channel Reynolds number (Rec ≤ 1), drop
migration strongly depends on the ratio of internal viscosity of the drop to the viscosity of
the suspending fluid (λ). For λ = 0.125 drop moves towards the center of the channel,
whereas for λ ≥ 0.125 it moves away from the centerline and somewhat stabilizes at
an equilibrium location between the wall and the centerline. These findings are quite in
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agreement with the findings of experimental study of Hiller et al. [37] and, numerical
studies of Zhou et al. [38] and Doddi et al. [40]. Mortazavi et al. [32] explained the
migration mechanism using slip velocity and non-uniform velocity in Poiseuille flow. Slip
velocity is defined as the axial velocity of the particle minus the undisturbed fluid velocity at
the position of particle centroid. As the particle velocity always lags behind the undisturbed
flow for creeping flow [32, 35], the slip velocity is a negative quantity. Due to negative
slip velocity and non-uniform shear, a particle experiences a force towards the wall. As a
particle with higher deformability will be thinner than the one with lower deformability, the
more deformable one will have less velocity gradient around it and hence the particle with
higher deformability will experience lesser force due to non-linear shear and stay closer to
the centerline. It was also shown in [32, 33, 35, 40, 46] that the drift or migration velocity of
particles towards the equilibrium position is higher for more deformable particles compared
to the lesser ones.
For flow with higher Reynolds number, effect of inertia starts playing a significant role
and there is a competition between the inertial effect and the deformability effect (also rep-
resents shear effect) [32]. The final transverse equilibrium position of a deformable particle
in an inertial flow will be determined by the dominant factor of this competition. For flows
with dominant inertial effect the equilibrium position is determined by Segré-Silberberg
effect [43]. Mortazavi et al. [32] using front-tracking algorithm, Lan et. al. [34] using
volume of fluid (VOF) approach and Hur et. al. [46] using experiments have shown that
when the effect of inertia becomes dominant, the deformable particles settle down at equi-
librium positions somewhere between the centerline and the wall after an initial period of
transient or oscillatory movement. Studies done by Kilimnik et al. [53], Nourbakhsh et
al. [54] and Krüger et al. [41] have shown that, the more deformable droplets take posi-
tion near to the centerline while the less deformable ones stay closer to the wall as shown
qualitatively in Figure 2.1 (d). The role of interplay of both deformability and inertia on
deformable particle margination has only recently been explored. Di Carlo [55] first ex-
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amined the effect of inertial force on particle margination and later in association with Hur
et al. [46] experimentally showed deformability based particle enrichment under the effect
of inertial force. More recently, Krüger et al. [41] studied the combined effect of inertia
and deformability on margination of deformable capsules in semi-dilute (volume fraction
φ = 10%) suspension by simulation combining finite element, immersed boundary and
lattice-Boltzmann methods for Rec ranging between 3 to 417. They found that deformable
particles tend to concentrate more around the center line of channel with increasing Rec
whereas the less deformable ones get dispersed in span wise direction with higher Rec.
With the exception of the one done by Hur et al. [46], all the experimental and the-
oretical studies mentioned so far were done with dilute suspensions and hence without
considering the effect of inter particle interaction. Also all of them were conducted with
synthetic deformable particles, capsules or spherical droplets working as models for cells.
RBCs, the cell type of interest of this study, are of discoidal shape, have more membrane
than required to enclose the volume and appear in concentrated regime. Because of these
special geometrical and rheological properties, flow behavior of RBCs is quite complex
and require in-depth analysis. Goldsmith et al. [56] conducted one of the first experiments
to study the flow properties of individual RBC in the Rec range of 10−5 to 0.1. Rigid body





, tank-treading motion and




rigid body rotation of artificially stiffened RBCs, margination of normal (more deformable)
RBCs around location near centerline compared to the stiffened ones and faster migration
speed of deformable RBCs compared to stiffened ones in media of higher viscosity were
their significant observations. In a follow up work [57], studying flow of dense suspen-
sion of ghost (artificial) RBCs in a circular channel in the Rec range between 10−3 and
0.3. Goldsmith et al. found out that, at steady state a blunt velocity profile arises with a
region of plug at the core of tube whose spread increases with increasing cell concentration
and decreases with increasing flow rate and channel radius. They also observed that nor-
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mal RBC ghosts went through remarkable deformation and tank treading motion at higher
cell concentration whereas the stiffened ghost RBCs showed no deformation and continued
to rotate at varying angular velocities. Dupin et al. [58] did a lattice-Boltzmann method
(LBM) based simulation for dense suspension (30%) of deformable RBCs at physiologi-
cal Reynolds number range O(10−2− 10−3) and observed deformed tumbling at moderate
shear rate of 10sec−1 (particle Reynolds, ReRBC = 0.016) undeformed tumbling at shear
rate lower than 10sec−1 and tank treading at higher shear, confirming the observations of
Goldsmith et al. [56, 57]. They also found significant variation of pressure along the
channel wall with time. One limitation to their study was that, they did not include the
lubrication forces in their model that is supposed to give a more accurate representation
of inter-cellular interaction. McWhirter et al. [59], through their 3-D simulations, stud-
ied the shape and clustering phenomena of individual RBCs in thin and dense suspension
of RBCs in narrow capillary. At very low hematocrit they observed flow-induced cluster
formation above a threshold flow velocity. However at higher hematocrit they observed
three distinct phases. One phase consisted of disordered biconcave-disk-shape RBCs. The
second phase was with parachute-shaped RBCs aligned in a single file. The third phase
had, slipper-shaped RBCs arranged as two parallel interdigitated rows. For their study,
they modeled RBCs to have same internal viscosity as the media they were suspended in,
i.e. λ = 1. Using LBM-FEA method MacMeccan et al. [60] accurately predicted suspen-
sion viscosity and the shear thinning behavior of blood with 40% volume fraction of RBCs
for shear rate ranging from 15sec−1 to 64sec−1 and ReRBC = 0.1. Wu et al. [61] have
shown the usefulness of using external boundary force (EBF) to impose no-slip boundary
condition in LBM in conjunction with lattice-spring model (LSM) by simulating RBCs at
physiological volume fraction of 47% in the shear rate range of 16sec−1 to 144sec−1 and
accurately predicting the parachute-like shape of RBCs in capillary flow condition and the
shear-thinning phenomenon. Reasor et al. [62, 63] from the same research group used
LBM and spectrin-link (SL) method to do direct numerical simulation of cellular blood
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flow, and demonstrated the efficacy of this method in reproducing the previous findings of
Wu et al. [61] and provided new detailed analysis of rheology of blood flow including the
development of normal stresses in shear flow. More recently Mehrabadi et al. [64] stud-
ied the effect of channel size, shear rate and particle properties on the lateral margination
of platelets in a moderately dense suspension (φ = 20%) of RBCs and platelets. In this
study, platelet margination was shown to be mainly driven by RBC-enhanced diffusion of
platelets and entrapment in RBC-free layer near the wall. A scaling relation was developed
showing margination length (LD) to vary cubically with channel height and being indepen-
dent of shear rate up to 20000sec−1 and ReRBC = 0.09. They also found stiffness to have
a stronger impact on margination than the size of the particle. However, to study the effect
of stiffness on margination, Mehrabadi et al. [64] compared the margination behavior of
normal deformable RBCs with that of platelets that were modeled as rigid oblate spheroids.
All these studies [60–64] used plasma viscosity to be µ = 1.2 × 10−3N.sec/m2 and λ = 5,
which are physiological values.
The current study focuses on studying the margination behavior of deformable RBCs
based on their cytoplasmic viscosity, which is a major factor for defining RBC deforma-
bility. Results are reported for two broad classes of simulations, (1) studies on individual
RBCs of different internal viscosities where there is no inter-cellular interaction, and (2)
studies on semi-dense (φ = 10%) to dense (φ = 30%) suspensions of RBCs where inter-
cellular interaction is significant. The second category, which is the major focus of our
study, studies the impact of parameters like channel cross section size, shear rate (γ̇) and
volume fraction (φ) on the margination behavior of RBCs having different cytoplasmic
viscosity. Preliminary experiments were conducted to validate the results obtained from
simulation. To our knowledge, this is the first time a combined theoretical and experi-
mental study probing lateral margination behavior of RBCs based on the RBC cytoplasmic
viscosity for such a wide range of suspension density has been conducted. The findings
of this study will contribute immensely not only to the understanding of the physics, but
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also to the design of microfluidic devices for blood cell sample enrichment for different
diseases.
2.2 Methodology
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) simulation of RBCs of different cytoplasmic viscosity
is done with a coupled lattice-Boltzmann and spectrin-link (LB-SL) method [62, 63, 65].
In the LB-SL method, a lattice-Boltzmann (LB) solver for the fluid phase (i.e., RBC sur-
rounding fluid and RBC cytoplasm) is coupled to a coarse-grained spectrin-link (SL) model
for the RBC membranes. LB-SL method was developed by Reasor et al. [62, 63] based on
the initial hybrid lattice-Boltzmann and finite element (FE) implementation of MacMec-
can et al. [60]. SL method for modeling RBC membrane dynamics enables simulation
of larger deformation of RBCs membrane at higher capillary number (CaG ) number and
captures full range of dynamics at no additional computational cost compared to the linear
FE model of [60]. Message Passing Interface (MPI) protocol is used to run the LB-SL
solver on multiple processors on super computers to simulate complex fluids with parti-
cles. LB-SL method has been validated to produce results that are in good agreement with
past experimental and numerical studies such as deformation of isolated RBC stretched by
optical tweezers and high shear, parachuting of RBCs in Hagen-Poiseuille flow and, ex-
perimental study of RBC rheological properties by viscometers [62, 63]. In the following
subsection a brief outline of LB and SL method formulations used for this work is given.
A more extensive derivation and validations are provided elsewhere in literatures [62, 63,
65–72].
2.2.1 Lattice Boltzmann Method
The lattice-Boltzmann method is a mesoscopic approach based on the discretization of
the continuous Boltzmann equation in velocity space. It was developed as an alternative
to lattice gas methods. The solution to the LB equations converge to the solution of the
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incompressible Navier-Stokes equation at low wave numbers through Chapman-Enskog
expansion [66] using advective scaling. This scaling is valid for low Mach (Ma) and low
Reynolds number (Re) fluid flow cases and physiological blood flow problems fall well
within that range of Ma and Re. Higher Re flows can be investigated using the entropic
[73] and multi-relaxation time LB methods [74]. A comprehensive review of these methods
can be found in review by Aidun et al. [67]. LBM is an attractive approach for simulating
multiphase particulate flows, mainly because of two following advantages: (i) the compu-
tational expense of this method scales linearly with the number of particles since particle
interactions are propagated on time scales that is smaller than that of particle motions [75,
76] and, (ii) time evolution of the fluid particle distribution at each node requires only the
knowledge of particle distribution functions at neighboring nodes, making all calculations
localized in space and therefore making LBM optimal for parallel computing [77]. Particu-
late flows with significant inertial flows can be handled with LBM because of its capability
to resolve inertia through the Navier-Stokes equations [78]. Some of the first simulations
of rigid suspensions using the LBM coupled with the standard bounce-back boundary con-
dition were performed by Ladd et al. [75, 76, 79] and Aidun et al. [80, 81]. Ding et al.
[82] developed methods for studying suspension of thin shells, which took into account the
influence of forces caused by the fluid inside the particle. Development of these two, paved
the way for development of method for simulating deformable particles combining LBM
for fluid phase and finite element method (FEM) for the particles [60, 83].
In LBM, Boltzmann equation is discretized in velocity space in terms of a chosen set
of velocity vectors ~ei, where i = 1 · · ·Q represents velocity vector directions. This chosen
velocity vector set results in a discrete lattice space denoted by ~x. Particle distribution
function fi existing at each node can be thought of as the density of mesoscopic particles
restricted to flow with velocities of ~ei. At each time step, the evolution of fi is governed by
the streaming and collision operators. Using the single-relaxation-time collision operator
of Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook [84], the time evolution of fi can be written as
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fi(~x+ (∆x)~ei, t+ ∆t) = fi(~x, t)−
1
τ
[fi(~x, t)− f eqi (~x, t)] (2.1)
where τ is the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook relaxation time parameter determining the rate of
relaxation to a local equilibrium distribution function f eqi (~x, t) , ∆x is the lattice length
(equivalent to grid size) in lattice unit and ∆t is the time step size in lattice unit. The macro-






where cs is the LB pseudo sound speed with value cs =
∆x√
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. For LBM formulation both









. At low Mach numbers, i.e., at small
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, the local equilibrium distribution can be approximated in terms of local macroscopic
variables as
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where, ρ is macroscopic density, ~u macroscopic velocity and ωi are lattice constants de-
pendent of LB stencil used for solving the fluid phase. For this work a D3Q19 stencil
with single-relaxation-time LBM implementation of [60, 61] has been used for solving the
fluid phase, where D represents the space dimension and Q represents the velocity vector





for i = 0
1
18
for i = 1 · · · 6
1
36
for i = 7 · · · 18
(2.3)
where i = 0 is for the rest, i = 1 · · · 6 are for non-diagonal and i = 7 · · · 18 are for diagonal
directions of the lattice. Figure 2.2 shows the D3Q19 stencil.
By definition the macroscopic fluid properties are found by the moments of f eqi (~x, t).
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Figure 2.2: D3Q19 stencil (figure adapted from Hashemi et al.[85])




f eqi (~x, t) (2.4)
and the solid phase density, ρs(~x, t) is to chosen to be same as ρ(~x, t). The velocity is given
by the second moment of f eqi (~x, t) as
ρ(~x, t)~u(~x, t) =
Q∑
i
f eqi (~x, t)~ei (2.5)
The third moment of f eqi (~x, t) gives the expression for pressure as following
c2sρ(~x, t)I + ρ~u(~x, t)~u(~x, t) =
Q∑
i
f eqi (~x, t)~ei~ei (2.6)
where I is the identity matrix. In LBM formulation, pressure is proportional to the density,
i.e. P = c2sρ =
1
3
ρ, which is why LBM is pseudo-compressible and requires flows of
analysis to be of low Mach number.
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2.2.2 Spectrin-link Method
The SL model for deformable RBC membrane is based on the idea of mimicking the phys-
iological construction of RBC membrane that is mainly formed by network of spectrin
proteins attached to the RBC membrane lipid bi-layer. In this model RBC membrane is
modeled as a 2D triangular network on the RBC surface. However, modeling RBC mem-
brane using spectrin link lengths of O(100nm) will require > 25000 vertices per RBC
triangulation [64, 65], which is quite an impractically high resolution for modeling flow
with O(103) RBCs. The coarse-grained method, originally developed by Pivkin et al. [71]
and improved by Fedosov et al. [72, 86, 87] can model RBC with a much smaller number
of nodes (250-300) and can still capture the elastic response of the membrane [65].
Figure 2.3: Triangulation of RBC in Spectrin-link method. α and β are two representative
triangles. a, b and c are vertices and xα is center of triangle α. Aα and Aβ are the areas
and, ~nα and ~nβ are the normal vectors of the triangles Aα and Aβ with θαβ being the angle
between them (figure adapted from Reasor [65])
.
In SL model each RBC membrane consists of a network of vertices Xi, i ∈ 1 · · ·Nv
connected through Ns springs of length lj, j ∈ 1 · · ·Ns forming Π surface triangles with
areas ofAα, α ∈ 1 · · ·Π. Figure 2.3 shows the triangulation of and RBC in SL method. The
area of triangle α is given by Aα =
1
2
|(X2−X1)× (X3−X1)| and the total surface area is
Atotal =
∑Π





(Xα · ~nα) where, Xα =
1
3
(X1 +X2 +X3). The length of the link connecting vertices 1 and 2 is given by li = |X2−
X1|. The list of unique links and unique pairs of triangles sharing each link are stored in
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a connectivity data file, which remains unchanged throughout the entire simulation as “no
cell rupture” condition is assumed. RBC is triangulated using the hexagonal triangulation
method as shown in 2.3.
The Helmholtz free energy E(Xi) of membrane for SL method is given as the sum-
mation of contribution from in-plane Ein−plane, bending Ebending, area Earea and volume
Evolume as following
E(Xi) = Ein−plane + Ebending + Earea + Evolume (2.7)
Ein−plane is given by the contribution of elastic energy stored in spectrin protein and hy-










The first sum in equation 2.8 represents the elastic energy stored in spectrin links described










∈ (0, 1), lmax is the maximum link length, kin−plane is in-plane SL model
constant and p is the persistent length which is O(10nm). The attractive potential from



























kbending[1− cos(θαβ − θ0)] (2.11)
where kbending is the discrete bending constant, cosθαβ is the instantaneous angle between
adjacent triangles α and β (figure 2.3) and, θ0 is the spontaneous (or initial) angle between




The area constraint energy Earea is a non-physical energy imposed to ensure surface
area conservation which is observed by the experimental study of Evans et al. [91]. Superi-
ority of the SL model lies in the fact that it can capture this areas conservation phenomenon
more accurately than the Hookean and neo-Hookean approach [65]. The area conservation
energy is given by
Earea =












where Atotal is the instantaneous surface area of RBC and A0total is the initial surface area
of RBC. Aα and A0α are the instantaneous and initial surface area of triangle α. The first
term in equation 2.12 represent global area conservation, whereas the second term represent
local area conservation.
The volume conservation constraint is applied for similar reason asEarea, to ensure that
the volume inside the triangulated RBC is constant. The fluid volume inside the RBC is
enforced this way because of the incompressibility of the RBCs cytoplasm. The constraint
due volume conservation is given by
Evolume =





where Vtotal is the instantaneous volume and V 0total is the total desired volume of RBC.
The values of constants kin−plane, kbending, karea and kvolume are dependent on Boltz-
mann constant (kB) and temperature (T ) when using fluid domain methods such as dissipa-
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tive particle dynamics (DPD) [92]. But, as the current LBM is independent of temperature
and Brownian motions, the above mentioned constants arbitrarily chosen to match the non-
dimensional parameters of interest. Constant kin−plane is chosen to match capillary number
CaG and other constants are chosen to fulfill the condition Evolume > Earea > Ein−plane >
Ebending as proposed by Dupin et al. [58]. kbending can be chosen and modified to change
the bending ratio χ independent of CaG. For RBC, the three important material properties
are shear modulus (G), elastic area compression modulus (K) and Young’s modulus (Y ).















G = 67×10−7J/m2 is used here, which is near the upper limit of the measured experimental
value [93].
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For an RBC triangulated with SL method, all the surface vertices move abiding by New-













where ~vi is the velocity of vertex i and M is the fictitious mass at each vertex, F FSi is the
force due to fluid solid interaction, F PPi are the forces due to particle-particle interactions
which include lubrication, adhesion or contact. Details of the derivation of particle-particle
interaction force components can be found in previous works [60, 65, 83]. The remaining
term Fmi represents forces due to the Helmholtz free energy contributions of the SL model





Detailed derivation for expression of Fmi can be found in Appendix A of [94].
The fluid-solid coupling of LB-SL method is based on standard bounce back (SBB) im-
plementation of the no-slip boundary condition that is quite common in LB methods [75,
76, 78, 80] and was implemented by MacMeccan et al. [60]. Traditional SBB methods are
second order accurate, as exact location of fluid-solid boundary mid-point is known. But
for the case of current work, as each of the RBCs can move through the cartesian LB grid,
the boundary locations are not exactly at the mid-point between internal and external fluid
nodes and hence the accuracy is reduced to first order in space [95, 96]. SBB procedure for
SL RBC moving through fluid with a velocity ~ub can be expressed as
fi( ~X, t+ 1) = fi′( ~X, t
+) + 6ρωi~ub · ~ei (2.20)
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where i′ is the inward normal and i is the outward normal of SL membrane surface. In the
same manner equal and opposite momentum transfers occur in the form of
~F b = −2~ei[fi′( ~X, t+) + 3ρωi~ub · ~ei] (2.21)
As SL RBCs are filled with fluid, the momentum transfer occurs twice for each link be-
tween interior and exterior fluid LB nodes. The force is interpolated to the nearest vertices
as SL RBC is a triangulated approximation of the smooth RBC membrane. A linear inter-
polation is sufficient since the grid resolution of fluid is finer than that of the triangulated
RBC membrane. The interpolated force is given by F FSi in equation 2.18. 12 lattice units
are used to represent 4µm radius of the RBC and this resolution was previously tested by
Macmeccan et al. [60]. The values of G and viscosity ratio (λ) lie within the experimen-
tally measured values of RBC properties.
2.2.4 Equilibrium Red Blood Cell Shape
For obtaining baseline RBC mesh, a spherical capsule with 613 nodes is deflated to 59% of
its original volume while keeping the surface area constant following the following same
method as [69]. Schedule for deflation can be expressed as






V 0total(tfinal)− V 0total(0)
]
(2.22)
where V 0total(tfinal) = 0.59V
sphere
total . Here, t = 0 and t = tfinal are the initial and final time
step and V 0total stands for total desired volume of RBC. Figure 2.4 shows the progressive
deflation of a sphere to the equilibrium bi-concave shape of RBC. The bi-concave shape
is an artifact of minimizing Helmholtz free energy, that also includes contribution due to
bending. Value of bending modulus has very strong effect on the equilibrium shape of
RBC. For kbending = 2.4 × 10−19J as suggested by Hwang et al.[97] the deflating sphere
reaches to an equilibrium bi-concave shape of RBC. However, this shape is stable only at
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Figure 2.4: Deflation of sphere to equilibrium shape of RBC. Figure adapted from Reasor
et al. [62].
stationary condition. Any small fluctuation or mesh irregularities will result in the RBC
deform into a cup-like shape [65]. kbending value of 4.7× 10−18J , which is about an order
of magnitude higher than the experimentally found value [97] produces a completely stable
bi-concave RBC [69], and hence used for this work.
2.3 Simulation Setup
Flow of RBC suspensions between two parallel plates with spacing W has been simulated
for multiple values of W , channel Reynolds number Rec and volume fraction φ. Figure
2.5 shows geometrical configuration of the set up along with flow direction, axes directions
and wall locations. For all the cases, the flow is driven by a constant body force in the
axial direction X . Periodic boundary condition is applied in the flow (X-axis) and height-
wise (Y -axis) direction and no-slip boundary condition in the span-wise (Z-axis) direction
is applied through standard bounce back (SBB) condition of LBM, as shown in figure
2.5. So, the setup basically resembles with the case of flow between two parallel plates
that are infinitely long and high and kept at distance W from each other, which is also
known as Hele-Shaw flow. As there are walls (no-slip boundary condition) only in one
axis orientation (Z), shear gradient and wall force will also be acting only along Z axis.
So according to previous studies [46, 98] cell migration will be taking place only along
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the width of the channel. Also experimentally it has been shown [46, 98] that when aspect






, partile margination will be significant only in
the direction of W. So the simulation setup used in this work is sufficient to mimic the flow




µm. A complete list of all the cases is given in table 2.1.
Figure 2.5: Microchannel configuration
As mentioned in section 2.2.4 triangular mesh with 613 nodes was used to resolve the
RBC membrane. The inside viscosity of the RBC was five times higher than the surround-
ing liquid to mimic the RBC cytoplasm, i.e. λ =
νin
νout
= 5. RBC cytoplasm is set to
ρ = 1gm/cm3, equal to that of the plasma. For the purpose of this study, there will be two
diffrent types of RBC, the ones with internal viscosity same as normal RBCs and the ones
with cytoplasmic viscosity four times higher than the normal ones. As was mentioned in
chapter 1, the main motivation for this research is sickle cell disease. Studies done by Byun
et al. [99] found that, internal viscosity of RBC, which is one of the major determinant of
RBC deformability, increases around four times when affected by SCD. For the rest of this
chapter, the RBCs with normal internal viscosity will be referred to as normal RBC and
the ones with higher internal viscosity will be referred to as sickle RBC. A list of all the
RBC properties can be found in table 2.2. Values suggested for membrane shear modulus
(G) and viscosity ratio (λ) are within the range of RBC properties measured experimen-
tally by Byun et al. [99]. Area karea and volume kvolume constraints are applied to ensure
membrane inextensibility and cytoplasm incompressibility as mentioned in section 2.2.2
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and their actual values are not important [62–64]. The prescribed value of kbending is about
one order of magnitude higher than that found by experiments [97] and this is to ensure a
stable bi-concave shape of RBCs [69].
To mimic dilute suspension cases where cell-cell interaction is not present, migration
of single cell was studied in a channel with W = 40µm to make sure there was no effect
of intercellular interaction. In total eight simulations were run for the single cell case, four
of them for Rec = 4 and another four for Rec = 8. For every Rec category, there were
two different types of cells, normal and sickle. For each of these cell types there were two
cases, based on the initial location of the cells. Figure 4 shows the initial locations of all the
cells. For the ease of visualization, snapshots of all the four cells were super imposed onto
one and shown in a single channel. As can be seen from figure 2.6 (a), (b) and (c), there are
two locations for normal cells - Normal 1 is seeded closer to the centerline of the channel
and Normal 2 is seeded closer to the wall of the channel. Same is the case for the two sickle
cells. This is done to observe, if initial location has any impact on the margination pattern
of the cells in the absence of inter-cellular interaction.
For the semi-dense (φ = 10%) to dense suspension (φ = 30%) studies appropriate
number of cells (based on value of φ) was seeded randomly in the whole domain at the
beginning. Half of these seeded cells were chosen making sure that they were spread
uniformly across the whole domain and their internal viscosity value was set to that of
sickle RBCs as was done for dilute suspension cases. Figure 2.9 shows the initial simulation
setup for the case of channel width 30µm, 40µm and 60µm.









Table 2.1: List of simulation cases
Domain size Volume Channel Shear rate RBC Reynolds Capillary















4 10 0.042 4.328




2 8.888 0.074 3.84
20
40× 40× 30
10 1 2.5 0.021 1.082
10
2 5 0.042 2.16420
30
10
4 10 0.084 4.32820
30
60× 60× 30
10 2 2.222 0.018 0.96
20 10 11.111 0.093 4.80
Table 2.2: Red blood cell properties
Cell type Bending Shear Area Volume Viscosity
























where W is the channel width, ν = 10−6m2/sec is the viscosity of the surrounding media
of RBCs (here water). From the shear rate calculated in equation 2.23, particle / RBC


















where, µ = 1.2 × 10−3N.sec/m2 is the dynamic viscosity of the surrounding media and
G = 67× 10−7J/m2 is the membrane shear modulus. Calculated values of γ̇w, ReRBC and
CaG for different flow conditions are summarized in table 2.1.
For dilute suspension cases, non-dimensional trajectories of individual cells were ob-
served, which is basically the lateral displacement of cell from the center line of the channel
normalized by half of the channel height. Lateral displacement is defined as
D(t) = z(t)− W
2
(2.27)




For dense suspension cases, the average of the lateral displacement of cells from cen-
terline is used as the measure of margination. It is defined as
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Figure 2.6: Single cell simulation cases. (a), (b) and (c) are snapshots at initial time step for
both Rec = 4 and Rec = 8 cases. (d), (e) and (f) are snapshots at a time step after the cells
have reached their equilibrium time step for the Rec = 4 case. (g), (h) and (i) are snapshots
at a time step after the cells have reached their equilibrium time step for the Rec = 8 case.







where D(t) is the average distance of the cells from centerline at time t. N is the total
number of cells and Di(t) is the distance of cell i from the channel centerline.








is used as a measure of strength of separation between
stiff and normal cells.
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Effect of internal viscosity on RBC deformation
Earlier studies [32, 37–39] have shown that deformable vesicles with higher internal vis-
cosity are less deformable compared to the ones having lower internal viscosity. Experi-
mentally it was also shown that RBCs with higher internal viscosity have lower deforma-
bility [99]. To validate that the observation for vesicles also holds true for RBCs and to
understand the deformation characteristics of RBC based on their internal viscosity, bench-
mark cases from previous works [62, 100] studying parachuting behavior of RBC in micro-
capillary were run. Figure 2.7(a) shows snapshots of parachuting for the two cell types at
different time steps. As can be seen, the deformation of sickle RBC is smaller compared to
the normal one. Also, the normal RBC moved further in the channel compared to the sickle







, a measure of deformability [62, 100] against flow velocity for the two
cell types are plotted in figure 2.7(b) and it is observed that the higher internal viscosity
RBC is less deformable compared to the RBC with normal internal viscosity.
2.4.2 Dilute Suspension
Dilute suspension simulations were run for two values of Rec to study effect of shear rate
on the margination of RBCs with different internal viscosity. A listing of all these cases
can be found in table 2.1. Snapshots of the initial time step and at a time step after the cells
have reached their equilibrium positions are shown in figure 2.6 (d - i) for different Rec
case. Figure 2.8 shows the non-dimensional trajectories of the individual cells.
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Figure 2.7: Parachuting of RBC in micro-capillary flow. (a) Snapshots of RBC shape at
three time points. (b) Variation of RBC deformation with flow velocity
.
As can be observed for both the cell types, normal and sickle, cells are laterally migrating









= 1, which is an expected behavior observed in earlier
studies [34–38, 40, 51, 52]. Between cells that are of two different types (sickle and nor-
mal), but have the same initial transverse location (i.e. initial
D
W/2
is same for both types),
the one with higher internal viscosity stabilizes closer to the wall and the one with normal
viscosity has equilibrium location closer to the center line of the channel. As can be seen
from figure 2.6 (d - i), between the pair Normal 1 and Sickle 1, Normal 1 stabilizes near
the center line whereas Sickle 1 stays closer to the wall when it reaches equilibrium. Same
is true for the pair Normal 2 and Sickle 2.
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Figure 2.8: Non-dimensional lateral trajectories of individual cells. (a) for Rec = 4, (b) for
Rec = 8
.
Figure 2.9: Snapshots right after cell seeding. (a), (b) and (c) are isometric views and,
(d), (e) and (f) are top views of 30µm × 30µm × 30µm, 40µm × 40µm × 30µm and
60µm × 60µm × 30µm cases respectively. Red cells represent normal RBCs, and blue
cells represent sickle RBCs. Transparent dark planes in a, b and c represent no-slip walls.
Comparing figure 2.8 (a) and (b), the most prominent effect of increasing Rec appears
to be that the cells reach to their equilibrium locations much faster for higher Rec cases,
regardless of their type and initial locations. It also appears that for the range of Rec
considered for this work, the equilibrium positions for both the cell types move towards
the wall as Rec increases. As explained in section 2.1, in the absence of any cell-cell
interaction, a deformable paticle migrates in transverse direction under the effect of two
opposing forces, FS and FW (2.1) and eventually settles down to (or oscillates about) an
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equilibrium location where FS and FW balances each other. Increasing Rec results in
increase of FS , which pushes the cell further towards the wall and the inidividual cells ends
up in an equilibrium location closer to the wall.
From the margination pattern observed in 2.8, it appears that for the Rec range con-
sidered in this work and in the absence of any intercellular interaction, RBCs with higher
internal viscosity have pretty much the same lateral equilibrium position regardless of their
initial seeding location. The normal RBCs, however seem to have more like an equilibrium
zone around the centerline rather than a particular location. This variation is because of
difference in deformability between normal and sickle RBCs. In the absence of any cell-
cell interaction, cell deformability is the only factor to influence equilibrium locations of
RBCs for a particular Rec. Cells with lower deformability will cause lower disturbance in
the fluid around them and hence will migrate to the same or nearly same location at equi-
librium regardless of where they were seeded initially. Normal RBCs can deform more,
which causes higher disturbance in the fluid around the cells. Normal RBCs originally
seeded at different locations will have different deformation pattern and hence will migrate
to different equilibrium locations giving rise to the equilibrium zone. So it can be inferred
that less deformable RBCs will have a narrower equilibrium zone compared to the more
deformable ones.
2.4.3 Dense Suspension
The dense suspension cases are the ones, where cell-cell interactions are present and play
a significant role in lateral cell margination. As can be seen from the list of all the cases
provided in table 2.1, simulations with φ varying from 10% to 30% have been run for






and standard deviation of that quantity are plotted against time
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. Standard deviation σ represents cell fluctuation
from the average trajectory. As expected, σ decreases with time as the cells progress to
their equilibrium loications. This pattern of σ diminishing with time was observed for all
the simulation cases run here and the two cases presented here are representative of all of
them. The extent to which σ for each cell type decreases is dependent on how dispersed
were the cells initially and the cell-cell interaction. Also because of the presence of cell-cell
interaction cells of each type will keep moving within their equilibrium zone and hence σ
will keep on oscillating even after all the cells have reahced their locations.
Figure 2.10: Variation of non-dimensional lateral displacement (a) and standard deviation
of non-dimensional lateral displacement (b) with time
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Effect of RBC Internal Viscosity
To study the effect of RBCs internal viscosity on margination of RBCs when intercellular
collision is significant, the case of RBCs flowing through 60µm× 60µm× 30µm channel
with Rec = 10 at volume fraction φ = 10% is considered. As shwon in table 2.1, the
corresponding wall shear rate γ̇w ≈ 11000sec−1 which is calculated based on matching
channel Reynolds number Rec and RBC shear capillary number CaG. Based on RBC
effective diameter value of aRBC ≈ 2.85µm [64, 65] a total of 112 RBCs make up 10%
volume fraction.
Figure2.11 contains snapshots of the simulation taken from two different viewpoints, at
initial time step (a and c) and, at a time step after both the cell types seem to have reached
their transverse equilibrium position (b and d). As can be seen from figure 2.11 (b) and (d),
most of the normal cells accumulated closer to the centerline while the sickle ones diffuse
to outer region next to the walls following RESID mechanism as proposed by Mehrabadi
et al. [64]. Figure 2.11 (e) shows the non-dimensional average lateral displacement of
normal RBCs from their initial positions demonstrating that the average trajectory for the
sickle RBCs is moving towards the wall whereas that for the normal RBCs reaching a
somewhat steady state closer to the channel center. The observed margination pattern for
dense cell suspension is very similar to that observed for dilute suspension in this work
and earlier works [32, 35–38, 40, 51, 52]. Interestingly this λ dependent margination pat-
tern of RBCs in dense suspension is also qualitatively similar to the stiffness/deformability
dependent cell margination as observed in earlier studies [41, 46, 53, 54, 56, 64] for mi-
crochannel flows. This confirms cytoplasmic viscosity being one of the major factors for
defining RBCs overall deformability. Similar λ dependent margination phenomenon has
been observed for all the simulation cases considered for this work and the case described
in this section is representative of all of them.
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Figure 2.11: Internal viscosity dependent margination of RBCs for the case of 60µm ×
60µm× 30µm and Rec = 10. Figure (a - d) are snapshots of first (a and c) and last (b and
d) time steps. Figure (e) shows the non-dimensional average lateral displacement of the
two cell types. Red represents normal RBC, blue represents sickle RBCs.
Effect of Cell Mixture
Migration of RBCs under three different cell mixture conditions was studied to check,
how RBCs migrate. The three cases were: (i) all normal, (ii) all sickle and (iii) half and
half mixture of normal and sickle RBCs. Figure 2.4.3 (a), (b) and (c) are the snapshots
of the initial time step (top row) and of time step where the cells reached their lateral
equilibrium locations (bottom row) for the three above mentioned cases respectively. As
can be observed from top row images of figure 2.4.3 (a), (b) and (c), initial locations of
cells for the all three cases are exactly same. Equilibrium positions of cells depending on
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their internal viscosity and type of cell mixture are different (bottom row of figure 2.4.3 (a),
(b) and (c)).
Figure 2.12: Effect of cell type mixture on the margination of cells for 30µm × 30µm ×
30µm, Rec = 2 and φ = 10% case. Top row of (a), (b) and (c) are snapshots at initial time
step for normal-only, sickle-only and normal-sickle mixture cases respectively. Bottom
row of (a), (b) and (c) are snapshots taken after the cells have reached their equilibrium
position for normal-only, sickle-only and normal-sickle mixture cases respectively. Figure
(d) shows non-dimensional average lateral displacement of cells under three different cell
mixture conditions.
Figure 2.4.3 (d) shows the normalized average lateral migration of the cells from their
initial locations with respect to the average distance covered in the flow direction. Snap-
shots of cell margination for normal-only and sickle-only cases at equilibrium time step
(bottom row figures of figure 2.4.3 (a) and (b)) and the two different migration curves for
normal-only and sickle-only cases (2.4.3 (d)) support the earlier observation that cells with
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different internal viscosity migrate to different equilibrium locations. When the mixture
of cell types come into play, a larger spacing between curves corresponding to sickle and
normal RBCs compared to the spacing between sickle-only and normal-only cases is ob-
served. In particular it is observed that, the average trajectories of the normal cells for the
normal-only and normal in mixture case are almost overlapping, whereas for sickle-only
and sickle in mixture cases, the trajectories are spaced apart, the latter being further from
the center line. This indicates that for dense suspensions, inter-cellular collision is a sig-
nificant factor in margination of cells with different cytoplasmic viscosity in addition to
the balancing mechanism of forces FS and FW as described before. For the dense sus-
pension, RBCs with normal cytoplasmic viscosity gather closer to the center and the ones
with higher internal viscosity (higher λ) get out of the central core following the RESID
mechanism explained by Mehrabadi et al. [64]. The margination pattern observed is very
similar to that as explained by Munn et al. [101] for segregation of particles with differ-
ent deformability in rectangular microchannel flow, which is an indication that cells with
higher cytoplasmic viscosity behave like less deformable or stiffer cells.
Cell-free layer
As can be seen from snapshots presented in figure 2.11 and , cell-free layers are formed next
to the channel walls resembling the observations from previous works [62–64]. Mehrabadi
et al. [64] in their study of RBC and platelet mixture observed that platelets diffuses to the
RBC-free layer and hence it is an important parameter for study of platelet margination.
The current study focuses on margination of RBCs and as both of the RBC types are de-
formable, there was no migration of sickle or less deformable RBCs to the cell-free layer.





is observed to follow
a power-law relation with RBC capillary number CaG as was done in previous works [64,
102].
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Figure 2.13: Effect of wall shear rate (γ̇w) and RBC capillary number (CaG) on cell-free
layer thickness
Effect of Confinement Ratio




Higher value of it indicates channel with smaller width and vice versa given a particular
value of particle/cell radius. Average non-dimensional lateral displacement as a function
of average distance travelled along the flow direction comparing cases W = 60µm and
W = 40µm for φ = 10% (2.14 (a)) and cases W = 40µm and W = 30µm for φ = 20%
(2.14 (c)) is plotted. As can be observed from 2.14 (a) and (c), both cases of φ = 10%
and φ = 20%, margination is faster in channels with smaller cross-section compared to the
ones with larger cross-section, which is in agreement with the observation of Mehrabadi et
al. [64]. The parameter
Dsickle −Dnormal
W/2
, defined previously as a measure of margina-
tion strength, is plotted in figure 2.14 (b) and (d). As can be seen from both these figures,
for channel with stronger confinement ratio, the separation between average trajectories of
normal and sickle RBCs is stronger. The fact that it is observed for both φ = 10% and
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φ = 20% demonstrates that, this phenomenon is independent of cell volume fraction (φ) as
long as it is high enough for cell-cell interaction to be significant. This is also an indication
of wall force playing an important role on the margination. From design perspective of
a microfluidic channels for RBC separation based on deformability, this observation indi-
cates that a channel with smaller cross-section will provide a faster and stronger separation
between the cell types. However because of practical factors like expected throughput,
pressure withstanding capability of the device, maximum allowable shear rate and channel
clogging there needs to be a compromise on how small of a cross-section is feasible.
Figure 2.14: Effect of confinement ratio on margination. Figure (a) and (c) show average
non-dimensional lateral displacement of cells. Figure (b) and (d) show distance between
lateral displacement of sickle and normal cells.
Mehrabadi et al. [64] in their work, proposed a scaling law based on the quantity
average relative lateral displacement of cells, which is defined as
∆D = D(t)−D(0) (2.30)
where, D(t) is the average distance of cells from centerline at time t and D(0) is that at the
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beginning (t = 0). They are calculated as,
D(t) =
∣∣∣∣z(t)− W2
∣∣∣∣ and,D(0) = ∣∣∣∣z(0)− W2
∣∣∣∣ (2.31)
where z(t) is cell location at time t, and z(0) is initial cell location.
Figure 2.15: Scaling law validation for different cases. Figure (a) and (b) show average
relative lateral displacement of cells. Figure (c) and (d) show the scaling law.










, where x is the average distance traveled by par-
ticles in flow direction, and K is a non-dimensional constant accounting for dependence of
shear-induced diffusion coefficient on particle volume fraction, particle deformability and
other particle parameters as shape [103–105]. From the scaling law, the expression for the
margination development length, LD (the length over which the average relative distance




ever, Mehrabadi et al. [64] compared margination behavior between normal deformable
RBCs and platelets modeled as rigid oblate spheroids. To investigate whether or not the
scaling law still holds when comparing margination behavior of cells with same size and
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ing H = 60µm and 40µm cases for φ = 10% (figure 2.15 (c)) and comparing H = 40µm
and H = 30µm cases for φ = 10% (figure 2.15 (d)). For all the cases, as can be seen
from figure 2.15 (c) and (d) the average trajectories for both the normal and sickle RBCs
collapse, thereby confirming that the scaling law proposed by Mehrabadi et al. [64] still
holds for cells with same shape and size but different internal viscosity.
Effect of Shear Rate
Effect of shear rate (γ̇w) on margination of RBCs has been studied where (γ̇w) is calculated
from channel Reynolds number (Rec) using equation 2.23. Figure 2.16 shows the effect of
shear rate on cellular margination for different channel widths (W ) and volume fraction of
cells (φ). Two types of plots are presented to explain the results. First type is, plots showing




fig:shearrate (a), (c) and (e)). Second types of plots are the ones showing spacing between
average trajectories of sickle and normal cells
Dsickle(t)−Dnormal(t)
W/2
(figure 2.16 (b), (d)
and (f)) for each of the cases compared in figure 2.16 11 (a), (c) and (e). As can be observed
from Figure 11 (a) and (b), for a particular channel size (here, 40µm×40µm×30µm) with
shear rates going higher, the segregation of cells of different internal viscosity gets stronger.
Comparing figure 2.16 (a) and (b), which are plotted for φ = 10% and 2.16 (e) and (f),
which are plotted for φ = 20%, it can be concluded that the observed phenomenon of shear
rate induced separation enhancement is independent of the volume fraction, provided that
value of φ is high enough for inter-cellular interaction to be present. From figure 2.16 (a),
(c), and (e) it can be seen that it is mainly the lateral displacement of RBCs with higher
internal viscosity that gets influenced with shear rate, while the average lateral displacement
of the normal RBCs is not strongly affected by the shear rate .
Snapshots of cells across the cross section of channels for the above mentioned cases
at different time points can be seen from figure 2.17. In comparison to platelet (modeled
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Figure 2.16: Effect of shear rate on cellular margination. Figure (a), (c) and (e) show aver-
age non-dimensional lateral displacement of RBCs. Figure (b), (d), and (f) show distance
between average trajectories of sickle and normal RBCs.
as solid particle) margination [64], the effect of shear rate on margination of deformable
particles with higher internal viscosity seems to be stronger. We believe deformation of the
RBCs with higher internal viscosity is the primary reason behind the observed enhanced
margination of these cells under higher shear rate. As stated previously, earlier studies [28,
31, 57] have shown that rigid particles do not experience lateral margination for stokes
flow whereas studies [32, 35–38, 40, 51, 52] shown that liquid droplets always marginate
laterally regardless of the Reynolds number regime. As can be seen from table 2.1, all of
simulations reported in this paper are conducted at very small particle Reynolds number
(ReRBC).
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Figure 2.17: Snapshots of front view of flow comparing margination under different shear
rate. Figure (a) for W = 40µm, φ = 10%, figure (b) for W = 60µm, φ = 10% and, figure
(c) for W = 40µm, φ = 20%. For all the three cases, left most images are for initial time
step, and the rest are for at some time step after reaching equilibrium. Red cells are normal
RBCs and the blue ones are sickle.
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Effect of Volume Fraction








, are plotted against averaged distance crossed
by cells in flow direction (x) for different values of φ for a particular cross-sectional size
and Rec or γ̇w in figure 2.18.
Figure 2.18: Effect of volume fraction on cell margination. Figure (a) and (c) show aver-
age normalized lateral displacement of RBCs. Figure (b) and (d) show distance between
average trajectories of sickle and normal RBCs.
From figure 2.18 (a) and (b) which are for Rec = 2, it can be observed that the separa-
tion of two cell types is enhanced with increasing φ and this effect of separation enhance-
ment can also be observed from the snapshots of cell distribution shown in figure 2.19 (a)
and (b). To investigate, whether or not, this phenomenon is independent Rec and hence
shear rate (γ̇w), the same quantities are plotted for the same channel size but for Rec = 4 in
figure 2.18 (c) and (d). φ induced enhancement of cell separation was still present for the
higher Rec which can also be observed from the snapshots of figure 2.19 (c) and (d). This
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observation leads to the conclusion that, φ is an independent parameter that can influence
the separation of cell types.
Figure 2.19: Snapshots of front view of flow comparing margination for different volume
fraction cases. Figure (a) and (b) compare margination between φ = 10% and φ = 30%
cases for W = 40µm,Rec = 2. Figure (c) and (d) compare margination between φ = 10%
and φ = 30% cases for W = 40µm,Rec = 4. For all the four sub-figures, left image is for
initial time step, and the right for at some time step after reaching equilibrium. Red cells
are normal RBCs and the blue ones are sickle.
Combined Effect of Shear Rate and Volume Fraction
As mentioned earlier, one of the main objectives of this work is to find out flow condi-
tions, that will optimize the separation of cells with different internal viscosity (and hence
deformability) in a straight channel microfluidic device. To explore this, it is important
to investigate the combined effect of flow parameters, such as shear rate (γ̇w) of flow and
volume fraction (φ). Figure 2.20 shows the averaged cell trajectories (figure 2.20 a) and
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the distance between the average cell trajectories of sickle and normal cells (figure 2.20
b). From both these plots, it is clear that an enhanced separation between the sickle and
normal RBCs is obtained, when a straight channel microfluidic device is operated under an
optimally high Rec and φ.
Figure 2.20: Combined effect of volume fraction and shear rate on cell margination. Figure
(a) shows average normalized lateral displacement of RBCs. Figure (b) shows distance
between average trajectories of sickle and normal RBCs.
2.5 Experimental Validation
A simple straight channel microfluidic device was designed and fabricated using insights
obtained from the numerical simulations and some preliminary experiments were con-
ducted to verify the margination phenomenon observed in the simulations. A schematic
of the straight channel microfluidic device for cell sample enrichment is shown in figure
2.21. 10% (V/V ) RBC suspension in PBS was flown through the device with a syringe
pump, and samples were collected at the two outlets. Flowrate Q was set to 22.2135µL/min
which corresponds to Rec = 5. The inlet sample is a 1:1 mixture of normal RBC and artifi-
cially stiffened RBC with glutaraldehyde. Protocol mentioned in [106] was used to stiffen
RBCs which made RBCs about two times stiffer than the normal ones[106]. A quantity







It is basically the ratio of the amount of stiff to normal RBC at outlet normalized by that
at the inlet. So, ERstiff > 1 indicates presence of enrichment and stiff ERstiff < 1
means there is no enrichment of stiff cells. Experimentally, the ratio of stiff to normal RBC
amount for inlet and each of the outlets are measured using flow cytometer. For the device
shown in figure 2.21, outlet2 is the port expected to have more of the stiffer RBC compared
to port 1.
Figure 2.21: Enrichment device schematic
2.5.1 Experimental Validation Results
After conducting 12 runs of the experiment mentioned above, the average ERstiff value
obtained for outlet1 and outlet2 were ERstiffoutlet2 = 1.569 ± 0.054 and ERstiffoutlet1 =
0.621±0.026 respectively. These values ofERstiff indicate that, outlet2 is stiff RBC dom-
inant and outlet1 is normal RBC dominant, thereby confirming the presence of enrichment
of a particular cell type.
Next simulation was conducted for 40µm × 40µm × 30µm, φ = 10%, Rec = 5 case,
where the internal viscosity of RBCs with lower deformability was set two times higher
than that of the normal RBCs to match the experimental condition. For the sake of simplic-
ity these lower deformability cells are called stiff cells here. Figure 2.22 shows snapshots
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Figure 2.22: Snapshots of cell distribution after equilibrium has been reached
of the top (a), front (b) and isometric (c) view of the channel after equilibrium has been
reached. The cross section of the channel is partitioned into three segments whose position
matches exactly with the location of the outlet channels shown in 2.21.
Figure 2.23: Cell population distribution, PD (%) across the width of channel at a particular
lengthwise location. The width is divided into three segments (outlet 1, outlet 2a and outlet
2b) by two partitions, one located at 12µm and the other located at 28µm. In each segment,
the numbers represent the percentage of cell population of each cell type in that particular
segment.
In figure 2.22 (a) the segments are marked with the same outlet channel names they
correspond to of the channel shown in 2.21. Population distribution (PD) of both normal
and stiff RBCs as a percentage of the total population of each type across the width of the
channel is calculated and plotted in figure 2.23. From this ERstiffoutlet2 is calculated to
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be 1.84. So, the margination effect and hence the enrichment observed in simulation was
also observed in the experiment. Average value of ERstiffoutlet2 obtained from experiments
was very close to that obtained from simulation. Simulation overpredicted ERstiffoutlet2
slightly. This is mainly occurring due to the variation of stiffness property in real RBCs,
minor variation in channel dimension due to fabricaiton error and error due to disturbance
from surroundings during the flow experiment.
2.6 Conclusion
In this study, transverse margination behavior of deformable RBCs based on their internal
viscosity has been studied for wide range of cell volume fraction. It is observed that both in
the absence and presence of inter cellular interaction, RBCs with higher internal viscosity
behave like stiffer cells compared to the normal RBCs. For single cell cases, RBCs of dif-
ferent cytoplasmic viscosity migrate transversely to their equilibrium position, the normal
ones staying closer to the center of the channel while the ones with higher internal viscosity
staying closer to the wall. Also the rate of margination is enhanced and the cells reach to
their equilibrium locations faster with the increase in flow Reynolds number. For the dense
suspension cases, collision between cells plays a significant role in margination in addition
to the internal viscosity of the cells. The normal RBCs gather in a region close to the chan-
nel center within a very short time scale and through interaction with the normal cells, the
cells with higher internal viscosity diffuse to outer region closer to the wall following the
RESID mechanism [64]. Segregation between the two cell types is observed to get stronger
with higher flow Reynolds number and higher cell volume fraction. Deformable RBCs with
different internal viscosities also seem to follow the margination scaling law proposed by
Mehrabadi et al. [64]. Preliminary experiments were conducted and margination pattern
observed in simulations was experimentally verified. Results from this study will aid in
designing of microfluidic devices for blood cell sample enrichment for different diseases.
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CHAPTER 3
STRAIGHT CHANNEL MICROFLUIDIC DEVICE FOR STIFFNESS
DEPENDENT CELL ENRICHMENT: CHARACTERIZATION OF
PERFORMANCE AND ITS IMPROVEMENT
3.1 Introduction
Separation and enrichment of disease affected cellular components of blood have already
been established as the first step of disease diagnostic. Analyses on these enriched samples
are very likely to lead to an accurate assessment of disease progression for individual pa-
tients and newer treatment or enhanced treatment strategies. Currently cellular expression
of bio-molecules and morphogy of cells are most widely used as bio-markers for cell sep-
aration and identification of critical diseases like cancer, spherocytosis, malaria, sickle cell
disease, etc. Based on these biomarkers, the three most widely used diseased cell enrich-
ment tools currently used in health care industry are density gradient methods / centrifuge,
magnetically actuated cell sorter (MACS) and flow cytometer. Each of these tools requires
trained professionals to operate, is expensive and time consuming. In research community
microfluidics based cell sorting has caught a lot of attention in last couple of years. Re-
searchers have explored use of magnetic fields [107–109], electric fields [110–113], opti-
cal forces [114–116] and acoustic fields [117–119] on microfluidic chips quite extensively.
These methods are also known as active separation methods, where an external force field
is employed to achieve separation. As can be guessed, these active methods add to the
complexity of device fabrication and operation and are also expensive. To complement
these active methods, researchers have sought for different biophysical properties based on
which label free and passive separation methods (requiring no external forces) of cell sep-
aration can be developed. Size [120–123], shape [124, 125], mass [126] and adhesiveness
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[127] have been used as biophysical markers for separating cells by numerous researchers,
and the ones cited here are just few significant ones. However, overlap in values of these
properties between diseased and normal blood cells, especially size and morphology, poses
a significant challenge for them to be used as the basis for separation. Morphology in par-
ticular though useful for separating blood cells of different kinds, but is quite ineffective
when it comes to the task of separating diseased cells from the normal ones having same
shape. Cell stiffness/deformability is a property that gets affected by a lot of the diseases
quite strongly and the band of overlap of values between diseased and normal cells is quite
narrow. That is why stiffness has proven to be quite a suitable biophysical marker, based
on which efficient separation between diseased and normal blood cells can be achieved, es-
pecially when the cell type is same [46, 128–130]. Significant previous works on stiffness
dependent separation of cells using straight channel microfluidic devices can be classified
into three broad categories : (i) inertial microfluidics based [46, 55, 128], (ii) viscoelastic
medium based [35, 129, 131] and (iii) special channel feature (e.g. ridged channel) based
[130, 132, 133].
As mentioned in chapter 2, particle migration through inertial flow in circular pipe was
first reported by Segré and Silberberg [43] and since then it has been numerically predicted
and experimentally observed by many other researchers. The mechanism of inertial lift
can be summarized according to a recent explanation provided by Matas et al. [45] and
Zhou et al. [98] as follows: neutrally buoyant particles in a microchannel with no other
external force present, experience two forces, wall-repulsion force FW (figure 2.1 (c)) that
pushes the particles away from the wall and the shear gradient force FS (figure 2.1 (b))
that pushes the particles from low shear to higher shear region, i.e. in the direction towards
the wall. The magnitude of FW decreases further away from the wall. The inertial lift
force (FL) is a combination of FS and FW and the equilibrium position of particles are
determined by the balancing of these two forces. Although it was previously thought that
inertial lift force is only important for inertial flows and can be neglected for low Reynolds
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number flows occurring in microfluidic channels, experimental studies done by Di Carlo et
al. [55, 134] showed that for confined flows as in microchannels, inertial lift force is still
of importance and play a crucial role in particle margination. They showed that for flows
in rectangular channel with height H , inertial lift on a solid particle with diameter d will
scale as FL ∝
ρU2d3
H
near channel center-line and FL ∝
ρU2d6
H4
near the channel wall,
where ρ is density of suspending media and U is aveage particle velocity. As explained in
chapter 2, particle deformability induces an additional lift force FD near the channel wall
[135–137] originating from flow disturbance by a deformed object [32, 136]. Abkarian et







Figure 3.1: Inertial migration of particles in rectangular channel





)3 , VC is particle volume,






spherical deformable particle such as RBCs, δ is the distance between particle and channel
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wall, µ is medium dynamic viscosity, γ̇w is wall/characteristics shear rate and ~n is the
normal wall vector. f(VR) needs to determined experimentally. For deformable particle








Figure 3.1 shows margination of randomly distributed deformable particles in a mi-
crochannel having rectangular cross section under inertial lift. As can be seen, for channels
having a square cross secsion (height (H) and width(W ) same) the particles marginate







particles marginate along the two opposing faces that create the largest shear gradient. Us-
ing the above explained mechanism, Hou et al. did deformability based enrichment of
malaria infected RBCs from a mixture of normal and malaria infected RBCs with the help
of a low aspect ratio straight channel microfluidic device. They found out that, for the
cases they ran, enrichment efficiency improved remarkably with increasing volume frac-
tion of cells in the cell solution and flow rate had no remarkable impact on the enrichment
efficiency. Using the same principle of inertial focusing, Hur et al. [46] did enrichment
of different types of cancer cells from a very dilute blood sample spiked with cancer cells.
They used very dilute cell solution to make sure no cell-cell interaction was present. This
is to avoid cell defocusing and mixing due to cell-cell interaction in the straight portion and
diverging section of outlet of their device. They also studied the effect of flow Reynolds
number (ReC) on enrichment efficiency, and found out that for the experiments they ran,
there is an optimum REC for which the efficiency is maximum, and running the device
below or above this ReC will yield a lower efficiency. They defined the measure of cell
enrichment efficiency as Enrichment Ratio(ER). For enriching stiff cell out of a mixture





The experimental use of viscoelastic medium in solid particle focusing was first re-
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ported by Yang et al. [142], which was mainly based on the theoretical work of Ho et al.
[131]. For particle focusing in viscoelastic media the parameter Elasticity (El) is impor-









Here Wi is Weissenberg number which is defined as Wi = λγ̇w, where λ is medium




Reynolds number ReC is defined as ReC =
ρUh
µ
, where h is characteristics length de-
fined as h =
2HW
H +W
and Q is the flow rate in the channel. The limiting case of El ∼ 0
represents flow with only inertial effect and El  1 represents flow cases with only elas-
ticity effect. In their work, Yang et al. surmised that particle focusing can only be obtained
for moderate values of El, i.e. when the flows are influenced both by inertia and elasticity
(El ∼ O(1)). They observed that particles eventually marginated to five equilibrium loca-
tions, four at four corners of the channel, and one around the central core of the channel as
shown in figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Particle migration in viscoelastic medium
Ho et al. [131], in their theoretical work showed that particle migration in viscoelastic
medium occurs due to mainly first normal stress difference defined as N1 = σxx − σyy.
The second normal stress difference N2 = σyy − σyy is neglected here, as N1  N2 for
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viscoelastic medium with constant shear viscosity [142, 143]. Here, σxx, σyy and σzz are
normal stresses exerted in the direction of flow, velocity gradient and vorticity directions.
The force exerted due to medium elasticity on the particles can be expressed as follows
(from [129, 144, 145]):
Fe = AR
3∇N1 (3.4)
where, A is an empirical constant and R is the particle effective radius. Balancing Fe with
the drag force on particle, the non-dimensional form of particle lateral migration velocity




= ∇̂N̂1 = 2Wi∇̂ˆ̇γ2w (3.5)
where
−→
V is particle lateral migration velocity, Uavg is average streamwise velocity, N̂1 is
first normal stress difference non-dimensionalized with
2µUavg
H
and ˆ̇γw is non-dimensionalized
wall shear rate.
Figure 3.3: Migration of deformable and stiff particles in viscoelastic medium
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on the channel cross-section (as shown in figure 3.2) where solid particles will migrate to
in a purely viscoelastic flow condition [142]. Based on these principles, Yang et al. [129]
conducted experimental study to enrich stiffer particles and cells from a mixture of cells
and particles of varying deformability. Deformable particles will experience two forces,
the wall lift force due to deformability (FD) and the elastic force (Fe) as shown in figure
3.3. Randomly distributed deformable particles will settle down in cross-sectional loca-
tions where FD and Fe balances each other out. Out of the five cross-sectional location,
the ones near corner will be rich in stiff/less deformable particles and the one around the
central core will contain more deformable cells. Yang et al. [129] in their work showed
significant enrichment of stiff polystyrene (PS) particles from mixture of PS particles and
normal RBCs and, artificially stiffened RBCs from mixture of artificially stiffened RBCs
and normal RBCs. For each of the cases they ran, they found out that there is an optimum
flow rate which will yield the maximum ER and above and below this value of flow rate,
ER will be lower.
Use of special geometrical features, such as diagonal ridges [130, 133] in channels,
has brought noticeable success in efforts to separate cells of similar size and shape, but
different deformability. Wang et al. [130, 133] separated certain types of cancer cells from
mixtures of white blood cells (WBC) and cancer cells with enrichment ratio as high as 6.3
fold. Their work is based on a previous theoretical study of Mao et al. [132] on deformable
particle margination in microfluidic channels with top wall decorated with ridges spanning
in diagonal direction. Study of Mao et al. [132] showed that when a deformable particle
tries to squeeze itself through the spacing between diagonally placed ridges and channel
bottom wall, it experiences an elastic force acting perpendicular to the diagonal ridges.
This force has a component that displaces cell in a direction normal to the flow direction.
The stiffer cells get displaced more by that component compared to the more deformable
ones, and hence stiff and normal cells will have two different trajectories as they move
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along the channel and can eventually by collected by two different outlets.
The methods mentioned so far have multiple issues low throughput because of the ne-
cessity to use very dilute sample [46, 129, 130, 133], low ER because of mixing at the
expanded section near the outlet [46, 128], issues with channel clogging [130, 133], in-
ability to be applied to non-spherical cells like RBCs [130, 133] and special treatment /
washing after the cells have gone through the separation process [129]. The current work
focuses on using inertial migration and cell volume fraction to separate RBCs based on their
stiffness from a mixture of normal and artificially stiffened RBCs with a straight channel
microfluidic device. There are mainly two major portions of this work. In the first portion,
a simple straight channel is designed and fabricated based on the results obtained from
simulations (chapter 2), experiments were run to achieve cell enrichment and the straight
channel device performance was characterized for varying flow rate and cell volume frac-
tion. In the second portion of the work, an improved version of the straight channel device
was designed and fabricated and experiments were run study performance improvement.
3.2 Methods
The whole experimental process can be divided in four major steps : (i) preparing the
separation device, (ii) cell sample preparation, (iii) flow conducting flow experiment and
(iv) analyze separated samples. A flow chart of the process can be seen in figure 3.4.
3.2.1 Microchannel Design and Fabrication
As mentioned in section 3.1, there were two versions of straight channel devices that were
tested experimentally for their performance to enrich RBCs based on stiffness. The first
one is a simple straight channel device and and its schematic can be seen in figure 3.5.
The straight channel portion, which is also the portion where the cell margination takes
place, has a length, L = 35mm, width W = 40µm and height H ≈ 100µm. So the
channel aspect ratio is
H
W
≈ 2.5. These parameters were chosen baesd on the results from
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Figure 3.4: Flow chart of experiment
Figure 3.5: Schematic of simple straight channel device
numerical simulations as reported in chapter 2. At the end of the channel, there are three
branches as can be seen from inset 1 and inset 2 of figure 3.5, where branches 2a and 2b
will eventually merge to form a common outlet 2. As the cell mixture travel from inlet to
the branching, the stiffer cells will marginate towards to wall, and the normal ones gather
in the central core, as was observed in chapter 2. Outlet 2 is expected to be stiff enriched
and outlet 1 to be normal enriched. The widths of these outlets were designed to optimize
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the collection of samples enriched with the desired cell type (stiff or normal) based on the
cell distribution pattern obtained from simulations as shown in figure 2.22.
Figure 3.6: Comparison of cell streaming near outlet between devices with and without
a diverging section. (a) Channel without diverging section, (b) Channel with diverging
section.
As can be seen from inset 2 of figure 3.5, this design got rid of the expanded / diverging
section at the end of the straight channel, as was done in earlier works [46, 128]. This
is to avoid re-mixing of normal and stiff cells. As all the experiments were run in the
laminar flow region, in the straight portion of the device the cells will follow the streamlines
after reaching equilibrium. However, when they reach such a diverging section as done in
[46, 128], there will be a sudden and big drop of flow velocity and flow circulation will
be created, which will cause the cells to stagnate. Eventually the whole pattern of cell
type segregation (stiff cells near the wall, normal ones around the channel center) will be
destroyed because of remixing of the cells due to flow stagnation and circulation at the
diverging section and the samples collected at outlets are more likely to have undesired
cell composition. Also, channels without a diverging section, are shorter in size. Getting
rid of the divergent section, also made it possible to design an improved multistep version
of the channel, which will be described shortly. Merging of branching 2a and 2b reduced
the total number of outlets from three to two. This led to reduction of the likelihood of
having backflow problem due to uneven pressure drop at outlets and thereby reducing the
undesired bias in cell type composition at the outlets.
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Schematic of the second device, which is an improved version of the first one can be
seen in figure 3.7. This can be viewed as a multistep version of the simple straight channel
device. A mixture of stiff and normal RBCs coming from the inlet ( region b of figure
3.7(a) and figure 3.7(b)) gets divided into three branches ( region c of figure 3.7(a) and
figure 3.7(c)). The two side branches are expected to be stiff RBC dominant and the middle
one is expected to be normal RBC dominant. Cell mixtures in all these branches will again
flow through straight channel portions and another level of enrichment will take place when
they further get separated into stiff and normal dominant outlets. Here, outlet 1 is expected
to be normal RBC dominant and outlet 4 and 6 are expected to be stiff RBC dominant.
As this is a multistep enrichment process, the expectation is outlet 1 of multistep device
will have higher ERnormal than outlet 1 of the first device and, outlet 4 and 6 of multistep
device will have higher ERstiff compared to outlet 2 of the first device.
For fabricating the device, soft lithography technique introduced by Qin et al.[146] was
used. First a mask containing the device schematics of figure 3.5 and 3.5 was designed
using AutoCAD and was printed on chrome glass. For fabricating the master on 4-inch
silocon wafer, first the wafer was spin-coated with a negative photoresist (SU8-2100, Mi-
crochem). After following the proper baking steps, the spin-coated wafer was exposed to
light in a mask aligner (TSA-MA6) with light passing through the designed mask. The
exposed wafer was then baked and washed with developer to have the photoresist master.
PDMS prepolymer mixed at a 10 : 1 (W/W) ratio with curing agent was poured onto the
silicon master and cured at 60◦C for 6 hours. The cured PDMS device was then cut care-
fully off the silicon master. Holes were punched using 1.5 mm hole puncher. This device
was then plasma bonded with glass slide to have a sealed device ready for running flow
experiment.
3.2.2 Cell Sample Preparation
Fresh human blood was collected from healthy consenting donors in 3 mL BD Vacutainer
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Figure 3.7: Multistep straight channel separation device. (a) Whole channel schematic.
(b)-(d) SEM images of locations marked b to g in schematic of the whole channel.
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tube with Sodium Citrate as anti-coagulant. This whole blood sample was first spun at 150
G for 15 minutes. Plasma and buffy coat was aspirated out from the top of the tube to make
sure all that are left in the tube bottom were RBCs. These RBCs were washed with 1X PBS
(pH 7.4, ThermoFischer Scientific) two times by centrifuging at 300 G for 7 minutes each
time.
An appropriate portion of the washed RBC was separated for stiffening process with
glutaraldehyde. The source solution of glutaraldehyde (3% in Aqueous, Poly Scientific
R&D Corp.) was diluted with PBS to form stock solutions of 0.10%. RBC samples were
combined with the stock solution of glutaraldehyde in 1:1 (V/V ) ratio to expose the cells
to glutaraldehyde concentrations of 0.05%. The cells were incubated in glutaraldehyde
for 10 minutes at room temperature. For quenching the cross-linking reaction, 50 mL of
PBS was added and the solution was immediately washed by centrifuging at 150G for 10
minutes. After aspirating out the supenatant from the tube, the stiffened RBCs were washed
with 10 mL of PBS by centrifugation two more times to make sure no glutaraldehyde was
left and the cross-linking reaction was quenched completely. The protocol followed here
is very similar to what was done by Sosa et al. [106], who reported the deformability of
stiffened RBCs to be about 50% of that of normal ones when 0.05% glutaraldehyde is used.
So, for all the experiments performed in this work, the glutaraldehyde stiffened RBCs are
approximately twice as stiffer as the normal ones.
The stiffened RBCs were then aliquoted in portions of 25 µL to be stained with antibody
conjugated with fluorophore. The staining buffer was made by mixing FBS with PBS in
1:10 (V/V ) ratio. Aliquoted RBCs were first incubated at room temperature for 1 hour
with the 500 µL staining buffer for the unspecific binding sites. The RBCs were then spun
down at 300 G for 7 minutes and the supernatants were removed. Packed RBCs were re-
suspended in 500 µL staining buffer and 10 µL of Ab91163, a CD235a binding antibody
conjugated with Allphycocyanin (APC) from Abcam, was added as suggested by sample
protocols provided by Abcam. The solution was then mixed in hula mixer for 2 hours at
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room temperature. This well mixed solution was then centrifuged at 300G for 7 minutes
and the supernatant was aspirated out. The packed RBCs were then re-suspended in 1 mL
of PBS and stored at 4◦C for use in flow experiment.
Figure 3.8: Experimental setup
3.2.3 Flow Experiment
For running the flow experiments to enrich stiff RBCs from a mixture of normal and stiff
RBCs, normal and stiff RBCs were mixed in 1 : 1 (V/V ) ratio and suspended in PBS in
desired volume fraction. The devices were coated with 1% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS
for about 1 hour to reduce the possibility of any non-specific binding of RBCs in the channel
that could lead to channel clogging and/or biased cell composition at the outlets. A series
of experiments were run to study the effect of flow rate or ReC and volume fraction φ on
the efficiency of enrichment. A complete list of all the cases run for single straight channel
and the multistep device can be found in table 3.1 and table 3.2 respectively.
Table 3.1: Experimental parameters for simple straight device
PPPPPPPφ(%)
ReC 5 10 20 40
5% X X X X
10% X X X X
20% X X X X
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An additional syringe containing PBS ( figure 3.8) was used in the experimental setup.
This was done to remove bubbles and debris from the channel, and wash the devices before
and after running separation experiments with a combination of parameters (table 3.1 and
3.2), thereby giving the opportunity to re-use a device. Cell smaples collected from inlet
and each of the outlets are analyzed in flow cytometer (BD Acuri C6) to find out the ratio
between stiff (stained with Ab 91163) and normal RBCs. Efficacy of a particular cell type





where the subscript desired stands for the the target cell type for enrichment, and subscript
other stands for the other cell type in the cell mixture.
3.3 Results and Analysis
There are two major phases of the experimental work. In the first phase, enrichment experi-
ments were conducted with simple straight channel device and the device performance was
characterized against variation of flow and cell mixture parameters. In the second phase,
experiments were run with multistep device to validate its better performance and study
effect of flow and cell mixture parameters on enrichment efficiency.
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3.3.1 Simple Straight Channel Device
Validation of Cell Type Margination
For initial experimental validation that most of the stiffer RBCs stay closer to the channel
walls and the normal ones stay around the central core, solutions of glutaraldehyde stiff-
ened RBCs and normal RBCs were flown through the simple straight channel microfluidic
devices and the margination patterns near the outlet branching were recorded with a high
speed camera (Vision research). Snapshots of cell margination pattern for the both the nor-
mal and stiff RBCs can be seen in figure 3.9. As can be observed, most of the normal cells
coming from the straight portion of the device stay near the central core and hence at the
branching of outlets they mostly follow the middle outlet, whereas the stiff cells are more
spread throughout the whole channel width and hence they divert to the two side outlets at
the branching.
Figure 3.9: Margination pattern of cells near the outlet branching. (a) Normal RBCs, (b)
Stiff RBCs. Arrows indicate flow direction.
Validation of Cell Enrichment
As can be seen from table 3.1 a series of experiments were run with different combination
of ReC and φ values. Samples collected from inlet and outlets were analyzed in flow
cytometer. Figure 3.10 shows results of flow cytometry analyses performed on samples
collected from one of the experiments for parameter combination of φ = 20% and ReC =
40.
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Figure 3.10: Flow cytometry analyses of cell samples collected after experiment.(a)-(d)
Scatter plots. (e)-(h) Histograms for allophycocyanin (APC) signal collected at channel
FL4-A. Sample identifications are provided at the bottom right corner of each plot.
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As mentioned in section 3.2.2, in the RBC mixture only the stiff cells were stained with
Ab 91163, which is a CD235a binding antibody conjugated with APC. So, the stiff RBCs
are detected in channel FL4-A of the flow cytometer used for analysis. Figure 3.10 (f), (g)
and (h) are providing the ratio of normal to stiff RBC amount in inlet, stiff cell dominant
outlet and normal cell dominant outlet respectively. Using these numbers in equation 3.6,
the enrichment ratio for stiff cell was calculated to be ERstiff = 2.55 and that for normal
cells was calculated to be ERnormal = 3.50. Multiple experiments were conducted with a
particular combination of φ and ReC to obtain average values of ER and further statistical
analysis. The results presented in figure 3.10 are representative for all the experimental
runs.
Stain Swap Test
To make certain that the cell margination and hence the enrichment was purely because
of difference in stiffness and was independent of the antibody staining, RBC cell samples
were prepared by swapping the stain, i.e. instead of glutaraldehyde stiffened RBCs, normal
RBCs were stained with Ab 91163. Flow experiments were run for φ = 20% andReC = 20
case with these cell samples. The enrichment ratios calculated for stiff and normal RBCs
were ERstiff = 2.65 ± 0.05 and ERnormal = 2.44 ± 0.05. These values are in the same
range as those obtained when stiff RBCs are stained instead of the normal ones. This
indicates that RBC margination in the microfluidics device was independent of antibody
staining and purely dependent on cell stiffness. Flow cytometry anlyses results from one
of the experiment runs for these cases are presented in figure 3.11.
Effect of Flow Reynolds Number
To characterize the performance of simple straight channel device enrichment for Rec vari-
ation, experiments were run varying the flow rate (and hence ReC) for a particular value of
the cell solution volume fraction (φ). Multiple experiments were conducted for a particular
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Figure 3.11: Flow cytometry analyses for stain swap test. Normal RBCs are stained with
allophycocyanin (APC) and stiff RBCs are unstained. (a)-(d) Scatter plots. (e)-(h) His-
tograms for APC signal collected at channel FL4-A. Sample identifications are provided at
the bottom right corner of each plot.
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Table 3.3: ERstiff values corresponding to each ReC and φ value combination
PPPPPPPφ(%)
ReC 5 10 20 40
5% 1.199± 0.046 1.70529± 0.084 2.404± 0.060 2.396± 0.151
n = 10 n = 10 n = 12 n = 10
10% 1.569± 0.054 2.058± 0.028 2.491± 0.118 2.571± 0.120
n = 12 n = 7 n = 12 n = 6
20% 1.643± 0.183 2.479± 0.078 2.570± 0.029 2.609± 0.205
n = 10 n = 8 n = 6 n = 12
value of flow rate and an average value of of ERstiff for each of the ReC was calculated.
Average values of ERstiff for each of the ReC cases are reported in table 3.3 and varia-
tion of ERstiff with ReC is also plotted in figure 3.12. For each of the volume fraction
cases, enrichment performance of the simple straight channel improves quite drastically
upto certain value of ReC and beyond that the improvement in ERstiff reaches an asymp-
tote. This observation is consistent with the results presented in section 2.4.3 and is useful
for deciding on an optimum flow rate for obtaining the maximum enrichment performance.
Increasing flow rate beyond this optimum value will not improve ERstiff and may damage
the microfluidic set up because of too high a fluid pressure.
Effect of Volume Fraction
Device performance was also characterized against variation of volume fraction (φ). The
range of φ values for which experiments were run, better enrichment performance was
obtained as the φ was increased as can be seen from table 3.3 and figure 3.12. In solutions
with higher cell volume fraction, cell-cell interaction will be higher. This will in turn
enhance the RBC-enhanced shear-induced diffusion (RESID) [64] of stiff RBCs towards
the channel walls leading to better enrichment of cell types. This pattern of enhancement
of ER with increasing φ is consistent with the simulation results presented in section 2.4.3.
The maximum value of φ with which experiments were run was 20%. Experiments beyond
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φ = 20% resulted in frequent clogs in the outlet branching of the straight channel device.
Figure 3.12: Variation of ERstiff with ReC for different volume fraction (φ) cases for
simple straight channel device
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was conducted on the data obtained from the experiments to determine
the significance of variation of the parameters ReC and φ on ERstiff . As the intention was
to conduct an ANOVA analysis, first the distribution of theERstiff was tested against stan-
dard normal distribution, as ANOVA analysis requires the data to be normally distributed.
Figure 3.13 shows the quantile-quantile plot, also known as qq-plot used for determining
whether or not a data distribution matches the normal distribution. From the distribution
plotted on the qq-plot, it can be concluded that the ERstiff values follow a normal dis-
tribution as the data points nearly follow the straight line that represents standard normal
distribution. The aberration from straight line at the two end of the data points, indicates
that distribution of ERstiff is a normal distribution with fat tail at the two extremities.
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Figure 3.13: QQ plot for ERstiff distribution. The straight line stands for standard normal
distribution. ERstiff data distribution is represented by ’+’ markers.
Table 3.4: Two-way ANOVA analysis for simple straight channel
Source DoF F p
φ 2 35.41 1.97e− 12
ReC 3 165.38 3.09e− 39
φ×ReC 6 4.68 0.0003
Error 103
Total 114
For statistical analysis a Two Way ANOVA analysis was conducted, as there were two fac-
tors (ReC and φ) for which ERstiff was recorded. As can be observed from table 3.4,
p < 0.05 for both the individual factors φ and ReC . This indicates that both channel
Reynolds number and volume fraction individually influences ERstiff and hence the per-
formance of the separation device. However, the most interesting observation is the fact
that p < 0.05 for the interaction term (φ×ReC) as well. This indicates that the parameters
volume fraction and channel Reynolds number are not independent, and they jointly influ-
ences the performance of the enrichment device. This means, the extent to which varying
ReC influences the ERstiff at a particular value of φ is different from when φ is set to a
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different value and depending on the value of φ, ERstiff may be affected negatively or
positively with increasing or decreasing ReC . Varying φ while keeping ReC constant at a
particular value will also show the same trend.
Presence of a significant interaction affects the tests for main effects. To study the indepen-
dent effect of main parameters (φ and Re) conditional one-way ANOVA tests need to be
conducted for ERstiff for two situations: (i) test the effect of ReC for a particular value of
φ for all values of φ for which experiments were conducted and, (ii) test the effect of φ for
a particular value of ReC for all values of ReC for which experiments were conducted.
Table 3.5: One-way ANOVA table for constant volume fraction(φ)
φ Source DoF F p
5








Groups 3 25.61 5.99e− 09
Error 35
Total 38
Table 3.5 shows a part of the one-way ANOVA table generated by MATLAB for each of the
φ values for which experiments were conducted. From the p-values given in the table for
all the φ, it can be concluded that the enrichment efficiency of the simple straight channel
is strongly influenced by ReC at all values of volume fraction. The total DoF values in
table 3.5 stand for the total number of experiments run for a particular value of the volume
fraction.
Table 3.6 shows a part of the one-way ANOVA table generated by MATLAB for each of the
ReC values for which experiments were conducted. From the p-values given in the table,
it appears for ReC = 5 and ReC = 10, enrichment efficiency is strongly influence by the
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volume fraction of the cell solution. However, as the ReC increases, effect of volume frac-
tion on ERstiff seems to be diminishing. For the two upper most values of ReC at which
experiments were conducted, volume fraction seems to have no effect on the enrichment
efficiency.
Table 3.6: One-way ANOVA table for constant Reynolds number (ReC)
ReC Source DoF F p
5
















After validation of enrichment and characterization of performance for the simple straight
channel, experiments were conducted to study and characterize the performance of newly
designed multistep enrichment device. Enrichment experiments were conducted for ReC
and φ combinations presented in table 3.2. The single step device performance seemed
to have improved the most for φ = 10% − 20% and ReC = 10 − 20 range (refer to
figure 3.12) and beyond these ranges in either direction, the enrichment performance and
its improvement had been shown to be insignificant. So rather than trying a wide range
of φ and ReC for multistep enrichment device, it is more logical to run experiments for
parameter ranges for which the single step device had been shown to perform best. As
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Figure 3.14: Flow cytometry analyses of cell samples collected after experiment with multi
step enrichment device. (a) Scatter plot with the gate showing RBCs. (b)-(f) Histograms
for allophycocyanin (APC) signal collected at channel FL4-A. Sample identifications are
provided at the bottom right corner of each plot.
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can be seen from figure 3.7 there are six outlets in the multi step device. According to the
explanation provided in section 3.2.1, outlet 1 is expected to have the highest percentage of
normal RBCs (and hence highest ERnormal) and outlet 4 and outlet 6 are expected to have
the highest percentage of stiff RBCs (and hence highest ERstiff ). Although theoretically
there is not supposed to be a difference in the ERstiff obtained from outlet 4 and outlet 6,
experimentally some difference was observed. Small variations in dimensions of different
parts of channels stemming from micro-fabrication process, natural variance cell stiffness
and other external fluctuations caused during experiments are some of the most likely rea-
sons for the observed difference in ERstiff values between outlet 4 and outlet 6. As the
objective of the work is to show the multi step device’s capability to get better enrichment
compared to the simple straight channel, the higher of the twoERstiff obtained from outlet
4 and 6 will be presented here.
Validation of Cell Enrichment
For each of the ReC and φ combinations in table 3.2, six experiments were conducted to
enrich stiff RBCs from a mixture of stiff and normal RBC. Results from flow cytometry
analyses for one of the experiment run at φ = 20% and ReC = 20 are presented in figure
3.14. The enrichment ratios for stiff and normal RBCs calculated from the flow cytometry
are ERstiff = 8.48 and ERnormal = 6.18 respectively.
Table 3.7: ERstiff for multistep device
PPPPPPPφ(%)
ReC 10 20
10% 3.388± 0.217 4.616± 0.348
n = 6 n = 6
20% 6.269± 0.460 8.127± 0.828
n = 6 n = 6
Table 3.7 shows the average ERstiff values obtained for all the φ and ReC combina-
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tions for which experiments were conducted. Comparing the ERstiff values of single step
(3.3) and multi step device (3.7) for corresponding combinations of φ and ReC , it appears
that the newly designed multi step enrichment device boosts enrichment from ∼ 1.6 to
∼ 3.15 times, which is a remarkable improvement of performance.
Effect of φ and ReC
Variation of ERstiff with ReC has been plotted for multiple φ cases in figure 3.15. As can
be seen from figure 3.15, enrichment efficiency of multistep device improves as the flow
rate ( indicated by ReC) and cell volume fraction are increased.
Figure 3.15: Variation of ERstiff with ReC for different volume fraction (φ) cases for
multi step device
Statistical Analysis
As done for simple straight channel, ANOVA analysis was conducted on the enrichment
ratio data for multi step device to study the significance of varying channel Reynolds num-
ber and hence flow rate and, volume fraction of cell solution. To check the distribution of
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ERstiff data qq-plot was generated for ERstiff data against standard normal distribution
(figure 3.16 (a)). From figure 3.16 (a) the distribution of ERstiff looks like a normal dis-
tribution with a left fat tail. However when qq-plot was generated with natural logarithmic
ratio of ERstiff , i.e. loge (ERstiff ) as suggested in [147], the distribution looks like a
normal distribution with fat tails on both ends as can be seen from figure 3.16 (b).
Figure 3.16: QQ plot for (a) ERstiff and (b) loge(ERstiff ) distribution. The straight line
stands for standard normal distribution. Input sample data distribution is represented by ’+’
markers.
Table 3.8: Two-way ANOVA analysis for multistep device
Source DoF F p
φ 1 146.94 1.13e− 10
ReC 1 34.24 1.00e− 05
φ×ReC 1 1.43 0.2465
Error 20
Total 23
A portion of the two-way ANOVA statistics generated by MATLAB is presented in
table 3.8. As can be observed from the table p < 0.05 for both the individual factors φ and
ReC . This indicates that both channel Reynolds number and volume fraction individually
influences ERstiff and hence the performance of the separation device.
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3.4 Numerical Validation
To relate experimental results with results obtained from numerical simulations, multiple
simulation cases were run with parameters matching the experiments for simple straight
channel. The stiff RBC internal viscosity was set to double that of normal RBCs so that they
match to the stiffness of glutaraldehyde stiffened RBCs. All the simulations were run for
the channel size of 40µm×40µm×30µm with same boundary conditions stated in section
2.3 and shown in figure 2.5. As explained in section 2.3 this simulation configuration





. The list of RBC properties used for these validation simulation cases can be
found in table 3.9.
Table 3.9: Red blood cell properties
Cell type Bending Shear Area Volume Viscosity




















4.7 × 10 -18 67 × 10 -7 1.7 × 10 -5 50.9
5
Stiff 10
For all the cases, simulations were run well beyond the length L = 35mm point and then
the cross sectional slice at L = 35mm was extracted, as that was the length of the channels
that were fabricated. From this slice, population distribution of cells were calculated by
binning algorithom applied across the width of the channel. Subfigures of figure 3.17 show
the steps mentioned above for a representative case of φ = 10% and Rec = 10. Figure
3.17(a) shows the close up view of the channel schematic near the L = 35mm. As can
be seen from figure 3.17 (b), the simulation was run longer than L = 35mm mark and a
slice was cut at the same location corresponding to the length of channels in experiments.
Figure 3.17 (c) shows snapshopts from simulations and figure 3.17 (d) shows the population
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distribution (PD) across the channel width as a percentage of total population for each cell
type. ERstiff was calculated from figure 3.17 using equation 3.2.
Figure 3.17: Cell population distribution, PD (%) across the width of channel at a partic-
ular lengthwise location for φ = 10% and Rec = 10 case. (a) Zoomed view of channel
schematic near L = 35mm location. (b) Non-dimensional cell margination plot showing
the cutoff length location at x = 35mm. (c) Snapshots of cell distribution around (top
view) and at (front view) L = 35mm. (d) Cell PD calculated by binning the cells across
the width of the channel.
Table 3.10 lists the ERstiff values obtained from experiments and simulations for all the
parameter (φ and Rec) combinations that were compared. As observed from the table, the
values of ERstiff obtained from numerical simulations are quite close to the ones obtained
through experiments. The slight difference can be attributed to the variation in stiffness
property of real RBCs that occurs naturally, minor variation in channel dimension due to
fabrication error and error due to disturbance from surroundings during flow experiments.
Validation simulations were not run for all the combinations of φ and Rec for which exper-
iments were conducted, as the main objective of these simulations was to demonstrate the
capability of numerical simulations to support the experimental results. It is expected that
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results from simulations run for other combination of φ and Rec will closely match with
the results from experiments.
Table 3.10: List of validation cases
Domain size φ Rec ERstiff ERstiff
(µm× µm× µm) (%) Experiment Simulation
40× 40× 30
5 5 1.19± 0.04 1.25
10 5 1.57± 0.05 1.84
10 10 2.05± 0.02 2.18
20 5 1.64± 0.18 1.96
A plot comparing the ERstiff values obtained from simulations and experiments for φ =
10% is provided in figure 3.18.
Figure 3.18: Variation ofERstiff withRec compared between simulations and experiments
for volume fraction of 10%
3.5 Conclusion
There were two major parts of this experimental work. In the first part a simple straight
channel, similar to some previous works [46, 128, 129], was designed with improved de-
sign features. Cell enrichment experiments were conducted to enrich artificially stiffened
RBC samples from a mixture of normal and stiff RBCs. Experiments were conducted for
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a wide range of channel Reynolds number (and hence flow rate) and volume fraction of
cells to characterize the enrichment performance of the straight channel device. Enrich-
ment performance was found to be a strong function of both channel Reynolds number (
and hence flow rate) and sample volume fraction. For a particular value of sample volume
fraction the enrichment performance improved drastically up to a certain value of channel
Reynolds number and beyond that value, the improvement of enrichment ratio plateaued.
Similarly, for one particular value of channel Reynolds number, enrichment ratio improved
as the cell volume fraction increased. The most interesting finding was the significant
interaction between volume fraction and channel Reynolds number. The presence of inter-
action means that the extent to which varying flow rate influences the enrichment ratio at
a particular value of volume fraction is different from when the volume fraction is set to
a different value. The same pattern will be observed when cell volume fraction is varied
keeping the flow rate constant. For obtaining best enrichment performance from the device
both the channel Reynolds number and the volume fraction need to be optimized together.
Increasing one of them while keeping the other constant will not provide the best enrich-
ment performance. Numerical simulations were conducted with parameters matching with
some of the experimental conditions and the results obtained from numerical simulations
were very close the ones obtained from the experiments. This demonstrates the usefulness
of numerical simulations as a supporting tool for experiments and provides a theoretical
support for the observations from the experiments. In the second portion of the work, a
new enrichment device was designed and fabricated. Enrichment experiments were con-
ducted at different flow rates and volume fractions. For all the combinations of flow rate
and cell volume fraction, enrichment ratio of the new device was found to be around 3 to 8
which was about 1.6 to 3.15 times higher compared to the simple straight channel devices.
This is a very significant improvement of enrichment efficiency. The devices fabricated and
tested here were not specific to any disease model and hence can be used for enrichment of





The main objective of this PhD research was to design and fabricate microfluidic devices
that will separate stiff red blood cell sub-population from a mixture of normal and stiff
red blood cells. Motivation of this work comes from the hematologic diseases like sickle
cell disease, malaria spherocytosis and some cancers. Stiffness property of red blood cells
change for the affected cells in these diseases. Isolating these affected red blood cells
is essential for studying these diseases and has potential to lead to enhanced strategy of
disease assessment and treatment. For diseases like Sickle Cell Disease, amount of stiffer
RBCs in a patients’ blood sample has been hypothesized to be correlated with the disease
progression and therefore could potentially be used as a predictor for an oncoming bone
pain episode.
The work was divided majorly in two parts. In the first portion of the work, stiffness de-
pendent margination of red blood cells in microchannels with rectangular cross-section
was studied with the help of direct numerical simulation. The numerical simulations were
performed using a multiphase code that uses lattice Boltzmann method as fluid solver and
spectrin link method for capturing the dynamics of red blood cells. Stiff RBCs were mod-
eled by setting the internal viscosity couple of times higher than the normal ones. Multiple
simulations were conducted to study different aspect of stiffness dependent cell margina-
tion. The findings from the simulations can be listed as following:
• Both for dilute (no cell-cell interaction) and dense (cell-cell interaction is significant)
cell suspension, the stiffer cells marginate towards the channel walls whereas the
normal ones stay closer around the channel centerline.
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• Cells of different stiffness migrate to their average equilibrium locations faster for
channels with smaller cross-section compared to that with larger cross-section.
• Increasing flow Reynolds number and hence shear rate up to certain limit boosts
stiffness dependent cell margination.
• Increasing cell volume fraction boosts stiffness dependent cell margination as the
cell-cell interaction is higher for higher volume fraction.
Results from the simulations provided useful guidance for designing microfluidic channels.
The second part of the research was based on conducting experiments with the devices that
were designed and fabricated with the insights obtained from the simulations. Experiments
were run with two types of devices. The first type is a simple straight channel device, quite
similar to the ones used in some previous studies [46, 128, 129], but with improved design
features. Experiments conducted for a wide range of flow rate and volume fraction with
simple straight channel revealed that the enrichment efficiency was a strong function of
flow Reynolds number (and hence flow rate) and cell volume fraction up to a certain value
of these parameters, and increasing them beyond those limits will not result in significant
improvement of enrichment efficiency. However, the most interesting finding was that,
flow Reynolds number and volume fraction are not two independent factors but actually
jointly influence the enrichment performance of simple straight channel device. This means
that the extent to which varying flow rate influences the enrichment ratio at a particular
value of volume fraction is different from when the volume fraction is set to a different
value. Best enrichment performance will depend on the optimal combination of channel
Reynolds number (and hence flow rate) and cell volume fraction or hematocrit. Numerical
simulations conducted with parameters matching with the experimental conditions revealed
a remarkably close match between enrichment ratios calculated from experiments and those
from the simulations. The second design can be considered as a multistep straight channel
device. Experiments were conducted with different combinations of flow Reynolds number
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and cell volume fraction and enrichment performance was observed to be 1.6 to 3.15 times
better than simple straight channel device, which is a significant improvement from the
previous works done in this field. To our knowledge, this is also the first time where such
a rigorous experimental study of stiffness dependent cell margination and enrichment have
been conducted with the support of an extensive simulation work.
4.2 Future Directions
Some of the suggested future work based on this research is listed below:
• Develop a better model for stiff red blood cells incorporating realistic values of mem-
brane stiffness and bending stiffness corresponding to particular hematologic disor-
ders. Run simulations to study and characterize stiffness dependent RBC margination
in straight micro-channels.
• The devices designed for this work have experimentally shown the proof of concept
of stiff dependent cell separation and are not specific to any particular hematologic
disease. The next step would be to tailor the design of the devices for specific disease
applications.
• The ultimate goal is to have a device that can directly take in patient blood sample
and separate red blood cells subpopulations based on stiffness. One significant recent
work in separating red blood cells from rest of the blood cell types was done by
Zeming et al. [148]. Exploratory experiments should be conducted connecting a
device similar to the one presented in [148] and the multistep device from this work
in series and running whole blood samples through the setup with the final objective
to enrich red blood cell sub-populations based on stiffness.
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